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This is  the annual Fertilizer COI 1Ietin. I ns 
statistics regarding fertilizers sold in Texas, information re- 
garding the fertilizer law, and analysis of samples of fertilizer 
sold by different manufacturers. The extent to which the 
various manufacturers a re  coming up to  their guarantees is  
shown. 
The total sales of fertilizer in Texas for 1931-32 w 
tons. In 1930-31 they were 64,424 tons. In 1929-30 
138,917 tons-all exclusive of cottonseed meal sold as a reea 
but used a s  a fertilizer. Sales of fertilizer decreased about 
40 per cent, and the use of fertilizer on cotton apparently de- 
creased much more than 40 per cent. Practically all the sales 
fif mixed fertilizers were confined to about 20 analyses. 
The Bulletin contains a discussio ! use of fertilize] 
nd suggestions for their use on ve ops and in va r io~  
xtions of the State. 
Tables are given showing the extent to which the various 
fertilizer manufacturers met or  exceeded their guarantees. 
The cost of fertilizer was less in 1931-32 than in 1930-31. 
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object of the fertilizer law is to protect both farmer and manu- 
r against misrepresentation of the composition of the fertilizer, 
and to ensure that  the fertilizer is correctly labeled so that  the purchaser 
can see what he is getting. 
The first Texas fertilizer law was passed in 1899. It was revised 
and amended in 1911. The results of the fertilizer inspection have been 
ed in bulletins of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station 
sly since 1906. This is the thirtieth Fertilizer Control Bulletin 
ntains statistics, suggestions as to the use of fertilizer, and a 
L t = p " L b  on the analyses made in enforcing the provisions of the fertilizer 
law. 
EXPLANATION OF TERMS 
Nitrogen refers to the total nitrogen in the fertilizer. It is necessary 
in proper amounts for the development of all parts of the plant, but 
an excess of nitrogen delays maturity and is liable to promote growth 
of stalk and leaves a t  the expense of fruit. Nitrogen is needed by 
many Texas soils, especially the sandy soils in the eastern and northern 
parts of the State. 
Available phosphoric acid is the phosphoric acid which can be taken 
up quickly by plants. Phosphoric acid promotes the fruiting of plants, 
though it is necessary for the development of all parts of the plant. 
Total phosphoric acid is the entire quantity of the phosphoric acid 
present, whether highly available or not. A guarantee of total phos- 
phoric acid in place of available is made in bone, tankage, rock phos- 
phate, and basic slag. 
Potash is required to be soluble in water. Potash, like nitrogen, is 
needed by all parts of the plant, but especially by stalk and leaves. 
An excess of potash delays maturity and is liable to promote growth 
of the stalk and leaves a t  the expense of the fruit. 
decided 
active 
sums 1 
a sing. 
- 
one pl 
valuati 
Valuation per ton represents the approximate cost of the plant food 
in the unmixed fertilizer, a t  retail. I t  is not the price a t  which the 
fertilizer is sold. The selling price includes also cost of mixing, sacks, 
transportation, manufacturers' and dealers' profits. The valuations are 
I on about September 1, and the prices often change before the 
fertilizer season, which is February to April. The valuation 
Lhe value of the three 3lant foods shown in the analysis into.  
le figure and is convenient for this purpose. A deficiency in 
ant food may be compensated by ' a n  excess of another. The 
on found compared with the valuation guaranteed shows whether 
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or not the fertilizer as a whole is better or poorer than the guaranteed 
analysis. The following valuations were used in 1931-32. 
Cents 
per pound 
-
Nitrogen 16.0 
Available phosphoric acid 6.0 
Total phosphoric acid in Thomas phosphate, tankage, and bone meal.---.-,---- 4.0 
Total phosphoric acid in rock phosphate ---------.-----.------- 1.5 
Potash 5.5 
Information on the Fertilizer Bag an& Tag 
A fertilizer tax t ag  is required to be placed on every bag of fertili- 
zer before i t  is offered for sale or sold. The guaranteed analysis of 
the fertilizer is required by law to be printed on the bag or on the 
t ag  attached to the bag. Total phosphoric acid may be guaranteed on 
bone or tankage instead of available phosphoric acid. A guarantee of 
total phosphoric acid is required in Thomas phosphate or rock phosphate. 
The information required on the package is as  follows: 
Net weight 
Name of fertilizer in full 
xT-ne and address of manufacturer 
ranteed analysis : 
Nitrogen, per cent 
Available phosphoric acid, per cent 
Potash, per cent 
When a fertilizer is named by figures in this Bulletin, the first figure 
stands for the percentage of nitrogen, the second for the percentage 
of available phosphoric acid, the third for the percentage of water- 
soluble potash. For example, a 4-8-4 fertilizer contains 4 per cent nitro- 
gen, 8 per cent available phosphoric acid, and 4 per cent potash. 
National and International Uniformity 
movement for national and international uniformity in naming 
zers, sponsored by the National Farm Papers and the National 
izer Conference and supported by the Association of Official Agri- 
a1 Chemists, the National Fertilizer Association and other organi- 
zations, has made decided progress, and there are now only three or 
four states out of line with the others. 
The use of the term nitrogen, and not ammonia, is desired, together 
with this order of terms: nitrogen first, phosphoric acid second. and 
ow to Calculate the Valur 
The valuation of a fertilizer is calculated by multiplying the compo-, 
sition by the valuation of each -unit  of plant food and adding the 
products. A unit is one per cent of a ton, or 20 pounds; so if the 
valuation of nitrogen is 16 cents a pound, the valuation of a unit is 
16x20=$3.20. The valuation of a unit of available phosphoric acid a t  
6 cents a pound would be 6x20=$1.20; the valuation of a unit of potash 
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a t  5.5 cents a pound would be $1.10. The following is an  example of 
the calculation i t  the prices given above: 
Valuation of 4-8-4 fertilizer 
, T . ~ o g e n  4X$3.20=$12.t33 
rilable phosphoric acid - 8X$1.20=$ - 
ash 4X$1.10=$ 
- - 
Total valuation per ton - -  -------- $2 
QUANTITY SOLD 
The 
sons a 
of tho 
fhn sor 
the f i  
The 4 
comes 
quantities of commercial fertilizers sold in Texas for several sea- 
.re given in Table l. The sales in 1931-32 were about 60 per cent 
se for last season. The largest sales made in Texas were during 
ason 1928-29. Fertilizer statistics for a number of years to August 
iblished in Bulletin 350. !6, have i 
. Fertilize: 
been pz 
rs sold il 1 Texas, (not including cottonseed 
fertilizer). 
meal sold ut used as 
- 
Quantity of Sales by Grades 
le 2 con 
-.J :- - 
tains the sales of fertilizer by grades for four 
arrangeu 111 order according to sales in the season of 1931-2 
rst time, sales of 18 per cent superphosphate art 
-8-4 comes second, and is now more popular thr 
fourth. 
Tons 
seasons, 
)O l3-k 
Quantity of Cottonseed Meal Used a s  a Fertilizer 
The 
that s 
les only 
siderable 
tonnage of cottonseed meal reported in Table 2 incluc 
old as a fertilizer and tagged with fertilizer tags. Con: 
quantities of cottonseed meal sold as  feed and tagged with feed tags, 
are used as fertilizer. No estimate of these sales has been made for 
1932, but the amount sold as  fertilizer was probably more than last 
* .  
CON 
season. 
IPOSITION AND SELLING PRICE OF I ENT GRADES 
O F  FERTILIZER 
e '3  contains the average composition, t1.- ,--&anteed valuation, 
the valuation found by analysis, and the average retail selling price ,per 
ton, of various- grades of fertilizers. The average retail selling price 
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is the average of the cash retail prices as furnished to the fertilizer 
inspector by the dealers. The price of the same fertilizer is different 
Table 2. Fertilizer sales by grades in order of tonnage for 1931-32. 
11931-321 1930-311 1929-301 1929-29 
.... 
4-8-6 ......................................................................................................... 
4-12-4 
................................................................................................... 
... . / 0 
6-10-7 
6-12-6 
20c/ superphosphate 1,637 2,885 5,355 5,022 
................................................... :j-10-3 1,578 7,056 33,837 37,110 
5-15-5 . . 1,091 2,066 3,769 6,562 
............................................................... 1,039 $70 1,324 1,317 
............................................................. 
........ 
........ 
3-10-8 
........ .... 
10-20-10 
... ..-... 0-12-4 
........ 11-48-0 ....- ...-...- ........ 
........ 
............................................................................................. 
............ 
........ ................................................................................ 
........ 
.................................... 
........ .............. 
20-20-0 .............. 
45% superphosphate ................. I ...................................................... .--....- 
........ 10-30-10 .. 
4870 sulphate of potash ....................................................................... 2 6 
15-30-15 ................................................................................................. 1 
........ ............................................................................................... 5-10-10 
11-46-0 ........... ............................................................................ 
14% and 1294 kainit ............................................................................... 
Colloidal mineral phosphate ....................................................................... 
in different places, on acount of differences in freight rates or for 
other causes. The retail price includes handling costs, carrying charges, 
and the dealer's profits, as  well as the items mentioned under valuation. 
............................................................................................. Basic slag I ........ 
10-5-5 ..-.......... ..... 
0-20-6 ....... 
2 - 1 0  ................... 
1670 superphosphate ... .................................. . .  
3-8-3 ......................... 
3-9-Ow-- ...... 
8-8-4 ........................ ................................................ 
, Total ........................................ 
..............-- 
................ 
-......- 
12,236 
3,920 
2,705 
421 
1 94 1 
33,406 
-------- I 111 
64.424 138,917 1187,215 I I 
16 
........ 
................... 
........................ 
........................ 
45 
........... 
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The first column of Table 3 contains the guaranteed analyses. Average 
analyses which are below the guarantee are  underscored. The valuation 
found exceeds the valuation guaranteed in almost every case. The ex- 
ceptions are 0-15-6, 3-0-0, 4-8-10, 8-24-8, 9-18-18, 9-27-9, 10-20-10, and 
dried shrimp and marl. In most cases, the valuations found are only 
slightly below the guaranteed valuations. 
Table 3. Average composition, valuation, and. selling price of grades of fertilizer, 1931-32. 
COST OF PLANT FOOD 
Grade 
1-15-6 ......................................................................... 
3-0-0 .................................................................. 
3-10-3 ................................................................... 
3-10-8 ............-.--....--.-..--...--.-..............----...................... 
4-I-4 ............... 
4-8-6 .......-.........-................-.....-.........---............-.-... ... 
4-8-10 
4-10-0 
Table 4 contains the retail cost of a pound of nitrogen, of available 
phosphoric acid, and of potash, in cents per pound, as  calculated from 
the cash selling prices per ton of Table 3 and the guaranteed com- 
position of a number of grades of fertilizer. For the purpose of this 
calculation i t  was assumed that  the prices were in the same ratio a s  
the valuations. As the prices of the same fertilizer in different places 
vary, these figures are not correct for  any particular locality, but repre- 
I 
rn 
C 
4-10-2 .................................... 8 4.69 11 2.67 27.00 29.90 28.65 
4-10-7 --.-.... .....--.-. .-...-.........-................ 6 1 4.43 10.37 6.64 32.50 33.93 34.40 
8-24-8 ....--......-......--.......................................-..-............ 8.07 23'.70 8.05 63.20 63.13 56.76 
9-18-18 .......----.................. --.....--..........-..........-...-. .  8.90 17.70 17.34 70.20 68.81 67.82 
11-48-0 _..-..................-.--.---.--.-.-..------.---.-..-................... 3 3120 4825 -..--... 92.80 93.75 78.40 
16-20-0 . 1642 20:5 . 75.20 77.56 60.50 
Cottonseed meal fertilizer 6-1-1 6.48 2.38 1.49 24.32 25.24 17.00 
Cyanamid, 22-0-0 1 22.11 ---.--.. 70.40 70.75 41.44 
Dried shrimp, waste and marl, 
low grade, 3-1-1 ............................................... 
Activated sludge 
Muriate of potash ......................--....................--..-.. 
Nitrate of soda 16-0-0 ............................................ 
Low grade 1-3-1 
Steamed bone meal .......-....-......--..---.-....-..--...-..--..-.. 
Sulphate of ammonia, 20% nitrogen ......--......... 
Sulphate of potash .........--.--.-...---......-...-.----...---...-.. 
S u ~ e ~ h o ~ h a t e ,  18% ............................. 
Superphosphate, 2056 -.....-.......--.......-...........-....--.. 
Rawbonemeal .............................. 
12 4.02 10.54 ........ 24.80 25.51 26.38 
5.50 
. 
3.30 
8.20 
3 ........ 14.70 
51 2-61 . .  
$24.60 $23.69 $27.18 
9.60 8.35l23.84 
24.90 26.20 27.43 58 
4 30.40 
26.80 
29.00 
33.40 
*Total phosphoric acid. 
1 
2 
6 
6 
2 
1
15 
1 
51 
27 
1 
3 18 10 33 
3.19 10.28 
117 
80 
2 
3.97 8.52 4.20 
4.01 8.43 6.10 
3.96 9.40 
31.55 
27.53 
29.68 
33.06 
1.68 
5.57 
16.05 
1.18 
1.69 
20.53 
.. --.- 
---.---- 
_-.----- 
4.34 
33.83 
28.67 
30.62 
34.90 
I 
.91 
2.87 
....- 
*2.95 
*30.07 
----.... 
18.58 
20.51 
*23.25 
.24 
-......- 
49.16 
-.-. .. 
1.59 
_...---. 
...--.-- 
48.09 
..------ 
----...- 
11.90 
18.16 
52.80 
51.20 
6.70 
27.20 
64.00 
52.80 
21.60 
24.00 
29.44 
6.73 
21.25 
54.08 
51.36 
7.86 
29.47 
65.68 
52.90 
22.29 
24.61 
32.49 
18.50 
18.75 
42.46 
53.86 
27.00 
52.00 
39.63 
67.50 
20.40 
23.25 
26.00 
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sent averages only, and are for purposes of comparison. The prices 
were collected by the inspectors from retail merchants handling fertilizer. 
Grades used extensively near the factories would average a lower price 
than those used a t  a distance, on account of lower transportation charges. 
The fertilizers with the lowest prices are given .first. 
Table 4. Approximate average retail cost of plant food in cents per pound arranged in 
order of increasing cost, 
I Available Nitrogen I phosphoric Potash Number acid 1, averaged 
I I 
(,y1+,'4 u.lu,II- "-" ' 
Sulphate of ammonia. 20q0 nitrogen ........... 
Cottonseed meal fertilizer, 6-1-1 ...................... 
16-20-0 - 
Muriate of potash 
11-48-0 
Raw bone meal 
5-15-5 . .  
8-24-8 
6-9-3 I . 
Superphosphate, 18% .-- 
6-12-6 -. ........................ 
9-27-9 ...................................................... 
6-10-7 - 
9-18-18 
10-20-10 
Superphosphate, 20% 
Activated sludge (Hu-Actinite) ...................... 
4-8-10 
6-18-6 
Nltrate of soda, 16-0-0 
4 8 -  
4-10-0 -- 
4-10-2 ---. 
4-10-7 --.- , ................... 
4-8-4 
4 - 1 4  2 .......... 
Calcium nitrate (nitrate of lime) 15-0-0 ....... 
0-15-6 
3-10-3 
3-10-8 ............ 
N i t  of soda 1 5 0 0  ..................................... 
Sulphate of potash ............................................... 
5-2-2 
Dried shrimp, waste and marl, 
low grade. 3-1-1 
3-00 o w  a d  . 
1-3-1, low grade ................................................ 
. - ,  
9.44 
9.92 
11.20 
12.80 
........ 
13.44 
14.08 
14.24 
14.40 
14.72 
-- --. . . -
15.36 
15.36 
15.52 . 
15.52 
15.52 
16.48 
16.64 
16.64 
16.80 
16.96 
16.96 
16.96 
16.96 
17.12 
17.12 
17.28 
........ 
17.60 
17.76 
18.88 
21;44 
24.80 
39.68 
1 64.48 
-- - --, -- -- -. 
:. 
- --- - - - 
.. 
4.20 
4.80 
....... 
5.04 
3.52* 
5.34 
5.40 
5.52 
5.64 
5.76 
5.76 
5.82 
5.82 
5.82 
5.82 
6.18 
6.24 
6.24 
-.  -. . -
6.36 
6.36 
6.36 
6.36 
6.42 
6.42 
. . 
6.60 
6.60 
6.66 
. --- . .- - 
-8I04 
9.30 
...... 
*Total phosphoric acid. .- 
I .  
- ,  
Cost of nitrogen. Cyanamid was the cheapest source of nitrogen: 
sulphate of ammonia was next, and cottonseed meal came third. Low- 
grade 1-3-1 was the most expensive source of nitrogen, low-grade 3-0-0 
came next, followed by steamed -bone meal, low-grade dried-shrimp waste 
and marl, and 5-2-2. Nitrogen in nitrate of soda (16%) cost about 70% 
more than inesulphate of ammonia. Nitrogen cost more in the mixed 
fertilizers than in sulphate of 'ammonia or cyanamid, as the cost of 
mixing entered into the cost. Nitrogen in a number of the mixed ferti- 
lizers cost less than in nitrate of soda. 'The lowest-priced nitrogen 
in the mixed fertilizer was in the 16-20-0, followed by the 11-48-0, 
5-15-5, 8-24-8, and then 6-9-3. .Nitrogen was lower in price than last 
season, the difference 'averaging 3.34 cents a pound for nitrogen in 
16.12* 
- 
' 22.17 
. . 
. . 
........ 
3.85 
4.40 
- - - - -- - 
4.90 
4.95 
5.06 
-. - -. -
5.28 
5.28 
5.34 
5.34 
5.34 
-- .- 
--.-- 
5.72 
5.72 
5.83 
5.83 
5.83 
5.83 
.5.89 
5.89 
........ 
6.05 
6.05 
6.11 
- . .-- - - - 
7.04 
7.37 ~ 
8.53 
r r  . . - -  
1 
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then 5-2. 
h. Muri: 
made ferti 
sulphate of ammonia, 0.92 cents for 16% nitrate of soda, 4.52 cents 
for 3-10-3, and 4.53 cents for 4-12-4. 
Cost of phosphoric acid. The cheapest source of phosphoric acid was 
in 16-20-0, and 11-48-0, followed by 5-15-5. Available phosphoric acid 
cost about .18 cents less per pound in 18 per cent superphosphate 
than in 20 per cent. Phosphoric acid was most expensive in 1-3-1 low- 
grade, then in low-grade 3-0-0, followed by low-grade dried-shrimp waste 
rl, and . -2. 
of potasl ~ t e  of pc leapest form of 
-1 low-gr ilizer the Potash cost les 
aurlng the previous season. The ainerence was 0.86 cents a Douna Ior 
potash in muria )tash, 0.E ~ t s  for 
4-12-4. 
High-priced fc Certaii bssively 
high compared with others, as  may be seen by refer en^, , ,able 4. 
Evidently the purchaser was not informed with respect to the value of 
the fertilizer he was buying. Three of these fertilizers were low-grade. 
Only small amounts were sold. 
3tash wa 
! most e: 
..m 
.s the ch 
 pensive. 
potash, 
;s than 
-.* ,. . 
59 cents 
n fertilil 
for 3-1( 
:ers sold 
1-3, and 
for prj .ces exce 
PP tn T! 
Relation of Cost to Concentrati'on of Fertilizers 
The ratios of plant,food in the 3-10-3, 4-12-4, 5-15-5, and 6-18-6 ferti- 
lizers are nearly the same, as  the proportions are about three parts 
phosphoric acid to one of nitrogen and one of potash. Table 5 shows 
the approximate cost of nearly equal quantities of plant food in these 
fertilizers a t  the average prices given in Table 3. The plant food in 
a ton of 4-12-4 costs $1.33 more than an  equal quantity in 5-15-5. 
The two tons of 3-10-3 costs $4.12 more than the one and one-half 
tons of 4-12-4, but as i t  contains 40 pounds more phosphoric acid, 
with a valuation of $2.30, the plant food in 3-10-3 costs about 1.72 more. 
That is, the most concentrated mixed fertilizer was the cheapest per 
pound of plant food, or to put i t  another way, the highest-priced ferti- 
lizer per ton may be the lowest-priced per pound of plant food. This 
difference is caused partly by freight chargss, partly by the cost of 
bagging, etc. However, phosphoric acid averag per in 18 per 
cent superphosphate this season than in 20 per cent 
Table 5. Relative cost of approximately the same amount 
grades of fertilizer. 
food in different 
Grade 
Group 
ost 
Available 
phosphoric / Nitrogen I acid Potash 
I Pounds 1 Pounds 1 Pounds I 
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comparing Costs of Fertilizer 
The relative money value of two or more kinds of fertilizer may 
be roughly compared by dividing the price a t  which the fertilizer is 
sold per ton by the valuation per ton of the fertilizer. Guaranteed 
valuations for  many grades for  the season of 1931-32 are given in Table 3, 
and while the valuations for 1932-33 will be different, these valuations 
may be used for  comparative purposes. For example, if a 4-8-4 sells 
for $30.00 a ton and a 6-12-6 for  $39.00, which is cheaper? Using the 
valuations from Table 3, we have, for 4-8-4, $30.00 divided by $28.60=1.05; 
for 6-12-6, $39.00 divided by $40.20=0.97. One dollar of valuation costs 
$1.05 in 4-8-4, and 0.97 in 6-12-6; therefore the 6-12-6 is cheaper. The 
valuations of grades not given in Table 3 may be calculated by the 
method already given in this Bulletin; such grades, especially, are liable 
to be sold a t  excessive prices. 
Of course the suitability of the fertilizer to the soil and crop must 
be considered in addition to the relative cheapness of the pIant food. 
FERTILIZER ANALYSES TO BE SOLD IN 1932-33 
The grades of fertilizer sold in Texas are limited in number. This 
standardization aids the farmer in becoming familiar with the different 
kinds of fertilizer, enables him to decide more readily on the proper 
kind to be used, enables the agricultural worker to make definite recom- 
mendations, and reduces the cost of manufacture and handling, there- 
by also reducing the cost to the farmer. 
Few changes have been made in the analyses to be placed on the 
market next season. The 5-10-10 was dropped and 10-20-0 was added. 
The analyses of mixed fertilizer which will be sold in 1932-33, stated 
in the order of nitrogen first,  phosphoric acid second, and potash third, is 
as  follows: 
0-15- 6 6-10- 7 12-24-12 Muriate of potash 48% 
3-10- 3 6-12- 6 15-30-15 Sulphate of potash 48q0 
3-10- 8 6-18- 6 16-16-16 Cottonseed meal 
4- 8- 4 8-24- 8 16-20- 0 Calcium nitrate 
4- 8- 6 9-18-18 20-20- 0 Bone meal 
4- 8-10 9-27- 9 20-49- 0 Basic slag 18% total 
4-10- 0 10- 0-10 Superphosphate 18q0, 2070, 45y0 Tankage 
4-10- 2 10-20- 0 Kainit 14% Sheep manure 
4-10- 7 10-20-10 Kainit 20% Cyanamid 
4-12- 4 10-20-20 Sulphate of ammonia 209'0 
5-15- 5 10-30-10 Nitrate of soda 15%, 1670 
6- 9- 3 11-48- 0 Dicalcium phosphate 2470, 30q/0, 36y0 
I t  will be noticed tha t  the ratio of both nitrogen and potash to 
phosphoric acid is 1 to 3, or nearly so, in 3-10-3, 4-12-4, 5-15-5, 6-18-6, 
8-24-8, 9-27-9 and 10-30-10; tha t  i t  is 1 to 2 in 4-8-4, 6-12-6, 10-20-10, 
12-24-12, and 15-30-15; and that  the ratio is 1:2:2 in 5-10-10 and 9-18-18. 
FREE ANALYSIS 
Purchasers of commercial fertilizers for  their own use (but not for 
sale), can secure a free analysis of a sample. Those who desire the 
free analysis of a sample of commercial fertilizer should write for a 
blank, "Application for  Free Fertilizer Analysis," to the State Chemist, 
Coll 
of : 
does 
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ege Station, Texas, before taking any sample. The proper sampling 
s fertilizer requires care. If the sample is not properly taken, i t  
; not represent the lot of fertilizer, and the analysis may be better 
orer than the goods actually are. This privelege of a free analysis 
?s only to fertilizers tagged, and sold under the fertilizer law. 
ANALYSIS O F  FERTILIZERS, 1931-32 
able 8, near the end of this Bulletin, contains a list of the samples 
'ertilizer subjected to analysis in the season beginning September 1, 
I. Analyses below guarantee are  brought out in heavy type. Practi- 
v all samples of fertilizer were collected by our inspectors. Ana- 
and inspection were made by S. E. Asbury, T. L. Ogier, Waldo 
er, R. L. Schwartz, C. M. Pounders, and Gideon W. Smith. 
lyses 
Walkc 
e 6. Average valuation of all fertilizers, guaranteed and found in  dollars a ton. 
...... American Cyanamid Company 
American Fertilizer Works .................................. 
. Arkansas Fertilizer Company 
Armour Fertilizer Works 
Geo. L. Barber & Son 
............................................. The Barrett  Company 
...... Bryan Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Company 
....................................................... City of Houston 
Davison-Pick Incorporated ....... 
East Texas Cotton Oil Company .......................... 
Farmers Cotton Oil Company .............................. 
Fidelity Chemical Corporation 
Ford Motor Company .............................................. 
Gilmer Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Company .......... 
Gulf States Chemical Company .......................... 
International Agricultural Corporation ............ 
Kelly, Weber & Co., Inc. .................................... 
Lann Fertilizer Company .... 
La-Tex Fertilizer Works 
Longview Cotton Oil Company ............................ 
Marshall Cotton Oil C O ~ Q ~ ~ V  .............................. 
- " 
Meridian Fertilizer Factorv .............................. ..... " - -  
Mixson Brothers 
Oil Mi11 & Fertilizer Works 
Palestine Oil Mill & Fertilizer Company .--------. 
Pate Brothers Fertilizer Works 
Pelican Fertilizer Works ........................................ 
.............................. Pittsburg Cotton Oil Company 
Quadruple Feed & Fertilizer Company ............. 
Shreveport Fertilizer Works 
Smith County Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Co ....... 
South Texas Cotton Oil Company ........................ 
Swift & Company Fertilizer Works ................ 
Synthetic Nitrogen Products Corporation ..... 
Texas Chemical Company .. 
Texas Farm Products Company - ......................... 
Texas Farmers Cooperative Association ........... 
Thomas Self .............................................................. 
Tyler Fertilizer Company ...................................... 
Virginia-Carolina Chemical Corporation .......... 
I No. of 
1 guarantee 
0 
75 
Number 
averaged 
( valuation samples 
more than 
4 per cent 
below Guaranteed I Found 
Relation of Valuation Guaranteed to Valuation Delivered 
Table 6 contains the average guaranteed valuation, and the averagt 
valuation found by our analyses, for a11 manufacturers doing business 
in Texas. In the preparation of this table, all analyses made were 
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averaged, even though several were made of each brand and fertilizer 
materials are included as  well as  mixed fertilizers. 
Table 7 contains the average guaranteed analyses, and the average 
analyses found for mixed fertilizers sold by the various manufacturers. 
The averages in these tables do not include superphosphate, nitrate of 
soda, and other fertilizer materials, but only the mixed fertilizers. 
Averages Below Guarantee 
Whenever any lot of fertilizer is 4 per cent or more below gua 
the law requires all persons who have sold this lot of fertilizer tc 
good the deficiency to all purchasers. The rebate is paid by the 
facturer to the dealer and by the dealer to the customer. The I 
of lots on which rebates were paid by each manufacturer is shc 
Table 6. 
DNS UN 
required 
1 .  
DER THE FERTILIZER LAW 
manu- 
number 
own in 
The State Chemist is  by the fertilizer law to investigate the 
composition, properties, ana agricultural values of fertilizers or fe  "" 
materials, or ingredients of fertilizer sold or offered for sale wit1 
State of Texas, and to publish his results a s  he may find. 
Relation to Experiment Station Work 
The work of the State Chemist is closely related to the 
of the Experiment Station. In his capacity a s  Chief of 
Chemistry of the Experiment Station, the State Chemist is carry1 
extensive investigations into the fundamental properties of soils, ee 
ly with respect to their content of plant food. This work is 
closely to the use of fertilizers and is connectetl with investigati 
,a1 values of fertilizers required b! 
ry  in effect upon the different soils 
rtilizer C to the a 
for ferti 
gricultur 
.lizers va 
1 work 
;ion of 
ng out 
;pecial- 
related 
ons a s  
Colloidal Mineral Phosphate 
Colloidal mineral phosphate is a natural phosphate of lime containing 
20 per cent of total phosphoric'acid or more. The phosphate of lime is 
so finely divided that  some of i t  . is  termed colloidal. The availability to 
plants of the phosphoric acid of colloidal mine: 
lower than that of the available phosphoric acid 
phosphate. 
ral phos 
in 20 1 
phate is 
)er cent 
much 
super- 
Sulphur, Gypsum, and Manganese 
We are unable to recommend the use of sulphur or gypsum as  a fertilizer 
in Texas or for application to Texas soils. The experiments which have 
been carried out do not give results which justify the use oJ 
materials on soils (see Bulletins 408 and 414). 
Table 7. Average composition of rr1lxt.u sercilrier, guaranzeea anu  Iounu. 
American Cyanamid Company 
American Fertilizer Works 
Arkansas Fertilizer Company 
Armour Fertilizer Works 
Bryan Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Company---. 
Davison-Pick Fertilizers, Incorporated 
East Texas Cotton Oil Company 
Farmers Cotton Oil Company 
Fidelity Chemical Corporation 
Gilmer Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Company--. 
International Agricultural Corporation 
Kelly, Weber & Company, Incorporated.---- 
La-Tex Fertilizer Works ...-----..---.--..-.----.-------- 
Longview Cotton Oil Company .-...-.--..---.--.- .. 
Marshall Cotton Oil Company .-----.--..-...-...---. 
Meridian Fertilizer Factory -----............----.-.... 
Mixson Brothers 
Oil Mill & Fertilizer Works .------- ... .....--- 
Palestine Oil Mill & Fertilizer Company.- 
Pate  Brothers Fertilizer Works --..-._-..-..-----. 
Pelican Fertilizer Works ..-- 
Pittsburg Cotton Oil Company -.-.-..-.-........- 
Quadruple Feed & Fertilizer Company ..-.-- 
Shreveport Fertilizer Works .-...-....--.... -.. 
Smith County Cotton Oil & Fer t i l i  - 
South Texas Cotton Oil Company . 
Swift & Company Fertilizer Worl 
Texas Farm Products Company ..--. 
Thomas Self ..... .......-.-...........------------ 
Tvler Fertilizer Company .... .......-.-- 
Virginia-Carolina Chemical Corpor: 
~ t a l  phospl 
Valuation 
per ton d 
0 
Guaranteedl Found 3 
Num- Nitrogen per cent 
Guaranteed1 Found 
~ o r i c  acid. 
Phosphoric acid 
per cent 
Guaranteedl Found 
Potash 
per cent 
Guaranteedl Found 
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Investigations on the use of manganese sulphate for Texas soils are 
given in Bulletin 432. The results of the experimental work do not 
justify recommendation of the use of manganese sulphate on Texas soils. 
Greensand 
A report of investigations regarding the value of greensand as  a ferti- 
lizer was published in Bulletin 428. The availability of the potash and 
phosphoric acid in greensand was found to be low. Greensand has ferti- 
lizing value and could be used in,quantities of 5 to 40 tons to an  acre 
where i t  can be mixed and applied a t  a cost closely related to its value. 
It does not contain sufficient fertilizer value to justify attempting to 
market it. 
Polyhalite and Sewage Sludge 
Polyhalite, a mineral found in deep deposits in western Texas and in 
New Mexico,contains about 12 per cent potash, which is only partly soluble 
in water, but which is readily available to plants (see Bulletin 449). 
Digested sewage sludge is low in plant food, and the nitrogen has 
a low availability. Dried activated sludge contains about 5 per cent; 
nitrogen and 2 per cent available phosphoric acid and the nitrogen has 
a good availability to plants (see Bulletin 445). 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE USE OF FERTILIZERS 
Fertilizers supply the three forms of plant food most necessary for 
growing crops, namely, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash. For best 
results, other conditions should be favorable, such as  soil in good physical 
condition, well prepared seed bed, good seed, good cultivation, and suitable 
rotation. Nitrogen is the most expensive plant food, and for this reason 
the amount of fertilizer used generally does not supply all the nitrogen 
required by the crop, but the cost of nitrogen is decreasing. A cropping 
system which includes the regular growing of suitable legumes, such as 
clover, cowpeas, soy beans, velvet beans, peanuts, or alfalfa, should be 
followed for the purpose of securing nitrogen from the air, provided thc 
legume crops can be grown to advantage. Such a system also adds organic 
matter to the soil, utilizes time and labor to better advantage, aids in 
destroying insect pests and plant diseases, and has other favorable effect.;. 
The proper fertilizers to use depends upon the kind of soil, the climate, 
the crop, how long the soil has been in cultivation, whether or not i t  
has grown legumes that have been turned under or grazed off, what 
the soil will produce without fertilizer, and other conditions. 
Old soils, or sandy soils generally, are more deficient in nitrogen 
than new soils or clay soils. Soils having a rotation which includes 
legumes need less nitrogen than those cropped constantly to non-legumes. 
Clay soils and soils with clay or loam subsoils in cultivation less than 
15 years need little potash in Texas for ordinary farm crops, but light 
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sandy soils with sandy subsoils may need potash. Larger amounts of 
fertilizer may be profitably used on crops with a high acre value, such 
as fruit or truck crops, than on ordinary farm crops. The fertilizer on 
cotton may profitably be twice as  much as that  used on corn. 
Best results are secured by a well-balanced supply of plant food in 
the soil. An excess of nitrogen or an  excess of potash is shown by the 
production of a heavy stalk or vine, with a deficiency of fruit or de.. 
layed maturity. If such land has not been fertilized, probably the best 
fertilizer to use is 200 to 400 pounds of superphosphate to the acre 
This will frequently (but not always) promote fruiting. If a fertilize 
has been used, the remedy is to decrease the percentage of nitrogei 
and to increase the percentage of phosphoric acid in subsequent appli- 
cations. The percentage of potash may also be decreased. 
Excess of nitrogen in the soil when truck crops are grown may pro 
duce rapid growth with soft tissues, which do not stand up well unde: 
shipment. Strawberries, for example, produce large fruits which are  
not firm enough to ship well. Lettuce, cabbage, and similar crops may 
not be firm enough to stand shipment. Increased quantities of potash 
will not prevent softness caused by excess of nitrogen. 
Excess of nitrogen renders some plants more liable to attack by some 
diseases. Excess of nitrogen also delays maturity. Excess of potash, 
like excess of nitrogen, delays maturity of the crop. A well-balanced 
fertilizer should be selected, due consideration being given to the soil, 
the crop, the character of growth, and other conditions. 
How and When to Apply Fertilizer 
Fertilizer is generally applied under the seed a t  the time of planting 
or previous to planting. It should not touch the seed, but should be one 
to three inches below i t  or in the earth a t  the side. A combined planter 
and fertilizer distributor may de used, but care should be taken to select a 
machine which applies the fertilizers properly, as  some machines arc 
not satisfactory. 
Fertilizer may also be placed in the ground not more than threc 
weeks before planting. If applied too early, there is danger of 10s: 
of plant food by fixation or leaching. 
Applications of more than 800 pounds of fertilizer to the acre art 
best made partly in the drill and partly broadcast. However, wit1 
some vegetables i t  is best to apply all the fertilizer in the drill. 
In dry sections, where the soil above the seed is liable to dry out, 
the fertilizer may be applied on the firm soil a t  the same depth a s  the 
seed but by side of the seed. Sometimes i t  may be advisable to put i t  
in when the land is bedded, especially on heavy soils where there is 
little danger of loss by leaching. When fertilizers of high analysis 
are used, especial care should be taken to mix with the soil, and not 
to apply them close to the seed or the roots of growing plants. These 
fertilizers are quite strong, and burning or other injury may resulf 
if they are concentrated close to roots of plants. 
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How Much to Apply 
Farmers not experienced in the use of fertilizer should begin 
moderate amounts, 200 to 400 pounds to the acre for cotton or 
and 400 to 800 pounds for truck crops. Larger amounts may be 
on a small scale and then these larger amounts used if these a 
appear to justify it. The approximate amoimts to use are indicated b 
Side Dressings 
with 
corn 
tried 
trials 
lelow. 
More than one application of fertilizer is not usually recommt 
or cotton or corn. Under exceptional conditions, however, more 
ne application may be made for cotton or corn. These conditions 1 
nclude; (1) when more than 500 pounds of fertilizer to the acre is to 
,e used; (2) when the plants appear to be suffering from a deficiency 
f available plant food, particularly nitrogen; (3) if the weather in the 
-pring has been excessively wet, so as  to cause considerable leaching; 
(4) if the soil is deep sandy, where the plant food is likely to leach 
out. 
Side dressings of cotton with nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, 
or other sources of nitrogen are  not generally to be recommended, but 
may be used when the fertilizer applied a t  planting does not contain 
enough nitrogen, or on deep sandy soil, where there may be considerable 
loss from leaching. Under such conditions, 100 pounds per acre of nitrate 
of soda or sulphate of ammonia may be applied to cotton just after 
hopping. 
Corn may frequently use to advantage a side dressing of nitrate of 
oda or sulphate of ammonia applied when the corn is knee-high. 
Side dressings are frequently applied to truck crops. In such case 
, complete fertilizer is applied before or a t  the time of planting, and 
ne or more side dressings of sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of soda 
,fterwards. The reason for this procedure is that  there is little dangei* 
of loss of phosphoric acid or potash by leaching, while soluble nitro- 
gen is much more easily lost by leaching. 
snded 
than 
vould 
Fertilizers for East Texas 
The soils of East Texas as a general rule respond well to fertilizers, 
and the recommendations made here apply chiefly to this section of the 
State. Many of the soils of East Texas are sandy and low in phos- 
phoric acid and nitrogen; they are usually better supplied with potash 
but sometimes they are low in potash. The heavier soils and the bot- 
tom lands are  much better supplied with plant food. 
Fertilizers for the Black Lands 
The heavy black limestone soils of Central Texas, especially the Houston 
clay and the Houston black clay, do not respond well to fertilizers. 
Sometimes they respond to applications of nitrogen and phosphoric 
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acid, 
been 
and t . 
first, 
under 
(see 
Car  
U U I  
little 
Sor 
and I 
State 
,,a guuu 
no m 
the rc 
so th 
land 
soil i 
to dr; 
although in general the use of fertilizers on these soils has not 
profitable. In some cases they give satisfactory results one year 
lnsatisfactory the next. These soils appear to need vegetable matter 
such as  is supplied by well rotted manure, by legume crops turned 
or grazed off, or by winter crops. A rotation is also of advantagz 
Bulletin 365). 
~ d y  lands in this section will probably respond to fertilizer, though 
has been used on them. 
Fertilizers for West Texas 
ne of the lighter soils of West Texas are low in phosphoric acid 
lotash, and fertilizers will probably be needed in this section of the 
a s  time goes on. In fact, fertilizers have already been used with 
results in some sections. Some of the soils of West Texas contain 
ore plant food than those of East Texas, but it is probable that  
oots of the plants penetrate deeper and have more soil to feed upon, 
a t  the plant is able to secure more plant food than from the coy- 
responding soil in the eastern part of the State. 
When fertilizers are used in Texas west of the Blackland section, 
it is suggested that  somewhat smaller amounts be tried than is  recom- 
mended for East Texas, unless the land is irrigated. Also, unless the 
is irrigated, care should be taken that  the fertilizer is  in the firm 
n which the plants grow, not in the loose earth, which is likely 
y out. 
Thc 
with 
.,- --- 
and a 
lower 
the CI 
-0 ,,. 
U l  yu 
ou1 
with 
with : 
Fertilizers for the Rio Grande Valley 
may I 
of st: 
the b 
an ab 
A 
like 
As 
nf 1 
3 soils of the Lower Rio Grande Valley are  generally well supplied 
plant food, especially with potash. When the soils are  new, they 
contain an excess of nitrogen, and tend to produce a heavy growth 
ilk and leaves, with deficiency of fruit. Superphosphate is perhaps 
est fertilizer to use in such soils, where there is reason to believe 
~undance of nitrogen is present. 
.fter having been under cultivation several years, these soils are  
ly to need nitrogen first, a s  the nitrogen is  most readily exhausted. 
it is desirable to avoid an  excess of nitrogen, moderate quantities 
nitrogen should be used a t  first. These soils are high in potash, 
Ire less likely to need potash than the East  Texas soils, which are  
in potash. However, some potash may be used, especially as 
ropping is heavy, but there is no need a t  present for the percentage 
tash to exceed the percentage of nitrogen. 
growt 
deplel 
10-20- 
suggestion a t  present for these soils would be then to begin 
superphosphate, if the vegetative growth is very heavy. Follow 
10-20-0, 16-20-0, or 11-48-0, or begin with one of these if vegetative 
;h is  not excessive. In the course of time, when potash has been 
;ed by cropping, one would reach such truck fertilizers as  6-12-6, 
10, or 6-10-7. 
Fertiliz 
derable . 
. . . -  
ers for the Gulf Coastal Plains 
! is consi variation in the soils of the Gulf Coastal Plains. 
Some of the soils In the southern section are very sandy, and somewhat 
low in plant food. They should have about the same fertilizer as the sandy 
lands of East Texas. Most of the soils are heavier and better supplied 
with plant food than the very sandy soils. The fertilizers suggested 
are the same as for the corresponding soils of East Texas. 
The heavy black soils (the Lake Charles soils) a t  the Experiment Station 
a t  Angleton respond well to superphosphate and to applications of nitro- 
gen and phosphoric acid on cotton and corn. 
Some of the soils of the Gulf Coastal Plains are poorly drained. 
They should be well drained and placed in good condition before any 
fertilizer is used. 
FERTILIZERS SUGGESTED FOR THE VARIOUS CROPS 
The recommendations given below represent the best present informa- 
tion, and will be modified from time to time, as  more experimental 
data are accumulated and further practical experience is secured. 
Grades With the Same Ratios 
Where a fertilizer of a given ratio is suggested, a different grade with 
the same ratio may, of course, be used, in such a quantity as to supply 
an  equivalent amount of plant food. Where 4-12-4 is suggested, equi- 
valent amounts of 3-10-3, 5-15-5, 6-18-6, 8-24-8, 9-27-9, or 10-30-10 may 
be used, as  these all have the same ratio of plant food, 1-3-1. Where 
4-8-4 is suggested, equivalent amounts of 6-12-6, 10-20-10, 12-24-12, or 
15-30-15 may be used, as  they have the same ratio of plant food, 1-2-1. 
AIf alf a 
Soil recently put in alfalfa: Use 200 to 400 pounds of superphosphate. 
Soil in cultivation six years or longer (best to rotate): Use 200 to 400 
pounds of superphosphate, or 200 to 600 pounds of 0-15-6. 
Soils poor in lime should receive lime; see Bulletin 243. 
Asparagus 
AppIy 10 to 12  tons of well-rotted manure and 500 to 800 pounds to 
the acre of a; 4-12-4 or 6-12-6 fertilizer when setting out the plants. 
Manure alone has given good results a t  both Balmorhea and Iowa Park. 
If the manure is available, 600 to 900 pounds of the fertilizer could 
be used. Every spring apply 400 to 600 pounds of 6-12-6. Just  before the 
cutting season is over, or soon after, apply 200 to 400 pounds of 4-8-4. 
Two top dressings of nitrate of soda, 100 pounds to the acre each, applied 
in the spring, would also be advisable in many cases. 
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Beans (garden) and Peas (garden or English) 
An application of 300 to 500 pounds of a 4-12-4 or 6-12-6 fertilizer is 
suggested, except in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, where the use of 
200 to 300 pounds of 11-48-0 or 300 to 400 pounds of 10-20-0 is suggested. 
Beats, Carrots, and Turnips 
From 300 to 7CO pounds per acre of 6-12-6 or 5-15-5 are  suggested. 
Broccoli, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Mustard, and Spinach 
From 300 to 700 pounds of 6-12-6 or 5-15-5 may be used, supple- 
mented by three top dressings of 50 to 100 pounds of nitrate of soda 
or sulphate of ammonia, ten days or two weeks apart, beginning when 
the plants have begun to make a good growth. Excessive application 
of nitrogen and too rapid growth will impair the shipping quality. 
The nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia should be sprinkled along 
the row, three or four inches from the plants, or applied broadcast 
after the dew has dried off or applied just before cultivation. 
Corn 
Loam or clay soils with clay or sandy clay subsoils, such as  Susque- 
hanna, Orangeburg, or similar soils with legume rotation: Use 200 
to 300 pounds of 4-8-4, 6-9-3, or 4-10-0. 
Loam or clay soils with clay or sandy clay subsoils, without legume 
rotation, in cultivation eleven years or more: Use 200 to 300 pounds 
of 4-8-4, 6-9-3, or 4-10-0. 
Deep sandy soil: Use 200 to 300 pounds of 4-12-4. This is not a good 
corn soil. 
Land which produces a heavy stalk, but does not fruit well: Use 200 
pounds of 18 per cent or 20 per cent superphosphate. 
Black waxy land (Houston black clay), or heavy limestone land of 
Central Texas: A systematic rotation is  needed first. Fertilizers are  
uncertain. A trial may be made of 200 to 400 pounds of 4-10-0 or 100 
pounds of 16-20-0. 
Side dressing: Corn may frequently use to advantage a side dressing 
of nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, or other soluble nitrate, applied 
when the corn is knee high, especially when unfertilized corn follows 
crops previously fertilized. 
Land fertilized the previous season: Where corn follows cotton that  
has been well fertilized, for example with a 4-8-4 or 4-12-4 fertilizer 
a t  the rate of 300 to 400 pounds or more per acre, apply 15 to 20 
pounds of nitrogen a s  nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, or a syn- 
thetic nitrogen product before planting or as a side dressing w 
corn is 12 to 24 inches high. 
.hen the 
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Cotton 
Loam soils with clay or sandy clay subsoils, such as  Ruston, Ktrvin, 
Susquehanna, Lufkin, or similar soils. Experiments of the Division of 
Agronomy indicate that  these soils respond to applications of nitrogen, 
phosphoric acid, and, to some extent, of potash. If 200 to 400 pounds 
is used, use 4-8-4, 6-9-3, or 4-12-4; if over 400 pounds is to be used, 
use 4-12-4, 4-8-4, or 6-9-3, or other fertilizers with a similar ratio of 
plant food. 
Deep sandy soil, such as  Norfolk sand. If 200 to 300 pounds or more 
is to be used, use 4-12-4; if 300 to 400 pounds or more is to be used, 
use 4-8-4 or other fertilizer with a similar ratio of plant food. However, 
these are not good cotton or corn soils and are better adapted to vegetables. 
Land which produces an  excessiae stalk, and does not fruit well, chiefly 
bottom land: Use 200 to 400 pounds of 18 per cent or 20 per cent super- 
phosphate. Nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, or other nitrogenous 
fertilizer applied early a t  the rate of 100 to 200 pounds per acre sometimes 
gives good results on bottom lands which produce a moderately sized stalk. 
Dark prairie soils in the Gulf Coast Prairie, especially the Lake Charles 
soils, a re  deficient first in phosphoric acid, a s  shown by results of trials 
with fertilizers a t  the Experiment Station a t  Angleton: Use 100 pounds 
of 18 or 20 per cent superphosphate or 200 to 600 pounds per acre of 
a 4-10-0 fertilizer. 
Black waxy land, such a s  Houston black clay or heavy limestone soils 
of Central Texas. A systematic rotation is needed first. These soils 
sometimes respond to applications of nitrogen and phosphoric acid, al- 
though fertilizers are uncertain. A trial may be made of 200 to 300 
pounds of 4-10-0 or 6-9-3. 
Cantaloupes, Cucumbers, Squash, or Watermelons 
_-_On sandy loam soils: If 200 to 300 pounds is applied, use 4-12-4 or 
6-12-6. Larger applications are to be recommended, such as  300 to 500 
pounds of 4-8-4 or 4-8-6. In  southwest Texas, 300 to 400 pounds of 
10-20-10 is suggested. An excess of nitrogen will produce a heavy growth 
of vine, but a deficiency of fruit. The remedy is to use more phosphoric 
acid or less nitrogen. Well-rotted manure should always be used with 
melons, if possible. 
Eggplant, Okra, Peppers, and Radishes 
An application of 300 to 700. pounds of 6-12-6 or 4-8-6 is suggested 
for trial. 
Figs 
mmendations for fertilizers for figs depend upon the nature of 
the soil and the size of the trees. On the heavy black prairie soil at 
Angleton, phosphoric acid gave a slight increase in yield, while nitrogen 
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and potash gave no appreciable increase in yield of figs. An application 
of 200 pounds per acre of superphosphate is suggested for such soils. 
Figs seem to do best on a soil containing lime. 
For small trees on heavy black soil, 200 to 300 pounds to the acre 
of 4-10-0 is suggested. As the trees grow larger, the quantity of ferti- 
lizer may be increased to 600 to 1000 pounds to the acre, or a 10-20-0 
fertilizer may be used in smaller amounts. 
The fertilizer should be applied in the spring after danger of frost 
is past, and harrowed in. Weeds should be kept down, especially around 
young trees; otherwise, the fertilizer may help weeds to grow and 
thereby hold back the trees. , 
Grapefruit or Orange Trees 
Onions 
A.ccording to Bulletin 145 of the California Experiment Station nitro- 
is the chief plant food needed in California, and is best supplied 
well-rotted manure; excess of nitrogen may cause "mottle leaf.'' 
or bearing trees, three applications are suggested. The first should 
be made early in the spring, the second in summer, the third in September. 
A 16-20-0, 10-20-0, or 11-48-0 fertilizer may be used on the Lower Valley 
soils, which are high in potash. On soils low in potash, a 10-20-10 may 
be desirable. Bearing trees ten years old may receive 15 to 30 pounds 
rtilizer each year. More fertilizer is used a s  the trees become 
r, larger trees receiving 30 to 50 pounds each. 
2r-fertilized trees become affected with "die-back," especially if a n  
s of nitrogen is applied. Die-back is also caused by hard-pan, alkali, 
or poor drainage. "Mottle leaf" or "freshing" affects poorly nourished 
trees. It is believed an  excess of nitrogen may reduce the shipping 
quality of the fruit or cause thick skins on grapefruit. 
The soils on which citrus fruit are grown in Texas are generally higher 
in potash than in either phosphoric acid or nitrogen, and there appears 
no good reason a t  present to recommend fertilizers high in potash. 
Thc 
suppl, 
.-..MIMI 
aullll\ 
to m: 
lizer 
? use of 600 to 800 pounds of 6-12-6, 6-9-3, or 6-10-7 is suggested, 
emented with one to three dressings 'of 100 pounds of sulphate of 
~ n i a  a t  intervals of ten to fifteen days after the plants have begun 
~ k e  rapid growth in the spring. Under irrigation, the 6-12-6 ferti- 
may be used a t  rates varying from 600 to 1800 pounds per acre. 
Peach or Plum Trees 
Loam soils with clay or sandy clay subsoils, such as  Orangeburg, Sus- 
quehanna, or similar types: Use 200 to 600 pounds per acre of 4-10-0 
or 4-10-2. They may also be applied to individual trees a t  the rate of 
1 pound per inch of diameter of the tree a t  the beginning of the growing 
season. When the trees are bearing, use, in addition, 200 pounds or 
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more of 10-20-0, increasing the quantity as  the trees grow older, 
cording to experiments made in other states, nitrogen is the only e: 
needed for complete crops of peaches. 
Deep sandy soil, such as  Norfolk sand: Use 200 to 600 pounds of 
or 4-8-4. 
Clap soils and Bottom lands: Use 200 to 600 pounds of 4-10-0. 
Potatoes, Sweet 
Loam or sandy loam soils with clay or sandy loam subsoils: 300 to 600 
pounds of 4-12-4 or 6-12-6 may be used. Deep sandy soil: Use 200 to 
500 pounds of 6-12-6 or 4-8-6. Excess of nitrogen will produce excessive 
growth of vine and deficiency of tubers. The use of manure is desirable 
in growing sweet potatoes. 
Potatoes, Irish 
On loam or sandy soils, 300 to 700 pounds of 6-12-6 or 4-12-4 or 4-8-6 
is suggested. In East  Texas 500 to 800 pounds of 4-8-4 or 6-9-3 may 
be used. In the Rio Grande Valley, 10-20-0 or 11-48-0 gives good results. 
Rice 
Experiments conducted a t  the Beaumont Substation from 1915 to 1928 
show that  100 pounds to the acre of sulphate of ammonia made the largest 
increase in yield and has been the most profitable treatment used (see 
Bulletin 398, Fertilizers for Rice in Texas). The sulphate of ammonia 
should be applied a t  the time of planting, or not later than six weeks 
after planting the rice. Superphosphate, and phosphate and potash gave 
profitable returns also, though not so great as  the sulphate of ammonia. 
Sorghum 
An application of 200 to 300 pounds of 4-8-4, 6-9-3, or 4-10-0 is suggested. 
Strawberries 
An application of 300 to 600 pounds of 4-8-4, 6-12-6, or 4-12-4 may 
be, made a t  the time of setting out the plants. In the spring, just before 
blossoming, an  early application of the same fertilizer should be used 
in about the same quantity, put as  near the row a s  convenient, and 
worked into the soil lightly. Another application in the fall is also 
desirable, to stimulate the growth of the plants in the cold season. One 
hundred pounds of sulphate of ammonia, applied a s  a side dressing one 
month before harvest, has been found effective in the Winter Garden. 
Tomatoes 
Loam soils with clay or sandy clay subsoils, such as  the Ruston, Kirvin, or 
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Nacogc 
to 1001 
of fert 
or sul] 
vine.. 
16-20-( 
Dee1 
doches:- If 400 to 600 pounds is used, use 4-8-6 or 6-12-6; if 500 
0 pounds, use 4-8-6, 4-8-4, 4-12-4, or 6-9-3. Less than 500 pounds 
ilizer may be supplemented by 100 to 200 pounds of nitrate of soda 
 hate of ammonia if there is no tendency to excessive growth of 
In the Lower Rio Grande Valley, 200 to 400 pounds of 10-20-0 or 
1 may give good results. 
) sandy soil, such as Norfolk sand: If 200 to 500 pounds is  used, 
use 4-8-6 or 4-8-4; if 500 to 1000 pounds is used, use 4-8-6. Less than 
500 pounds of fertilizer may be supplemented by 100 to 200 pounds of 
nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia if there is no tendency to ex- 
cessive growth of vine. 
nter Garden and Rio Grande Valley: Superphosphate alone has been 
1 to give good results. 
nd which produces an  excessive vine: Use 200 to 400 pounds of 
--,-rphosphate, 18 per cent or 20 per cent. On such soils i t  is also 
important to prune the vines, and on good land, good tomatoes can often 
be secured without fertilizer. Suckers should be removed every week 
beginning a week after the plants are set out and continuing until a 
week after the top is pinched off. The top is pinched off as soon a s  the 
third cluster is formed. Another method of pruning is  to allow the first 
sucker to come out to form a fork and prune off all others. The top 
of the main stalk is pinched off immediately after the third cluster of 
fruit is formed, and the sucker is pinched off immediately after  the 
second cluster is formed on it. According to New Hampshire Bulletin 
28, excess of potash delays maturity of tomatoes, and phosphoric acid 
hastens maturity. 
Home Gardens 
Home gardens frequently receive large quantities of manure, with little 
or no applications of phosphoric acid or potash. This results in a n  un- 
balanced condition of the plant food in the soil, resulting in excessive 
growth of leaves and stems and insufficient fruit. The best fertilizer 
to apply when heavy applications of manure have been made would be 
200 to 400 pounds of superphosphate, or 0-15-6 fertilizer. 
Where applications of manure have been made only in moderate amounts, 
300 to 600 pounds of 4-12-4 or 6-12-6 would probably be satisfactory. 
If lighter applications of manure are made, or none a t  all, 400 to 800 
pounds of 4-8-4, 6-12-6, or 4-8-6 would be suggested, and top dressings 
with nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia might also be tried. The 
fertilizer should be mixed well with the dirt in the rows and not allowed 
C, L, :n direct contact with either seed or plants. 
Shade Trees and Ornamental Shrubs 
ullaJe trees and ornamental shrubs are  probably benefited by ferti- 
lizer, but few fertilizer experiments have been made on such plants. 
The fertilizer should be added in such a way a s  to aid in developing 
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the deep roots. Plants with surface roots extensively developed are 
likely to suffer from insufficient water in dry weather, or even to die. 
Where serious drouths occur, the development of deep-feeding roots 
by trees and shrubs is exceedingly important. If a complete fertilizer 
is used, i t  is best to put it down in holes 12 to 18 inches deep or deeper, 
punched with a pointed iron 1 to 2 inches in diameter. The fertilizer 
should be distributed in 15 or 24 holes around the trees, in a circle a 
little larger than the spread of the branches. For large trees, more 
holes should be punched. Manure may be put down in the same way, but 
the holes must be larger. Sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, or some 
other nitrogenous fertilizer, or a complete mixed fertilizer such as  6-12-6 
or 4-8-4, may be used a t  the rate of about one-half pound for each 
inch in diameter of the tree or shrub. Sul'phate of ammonia would 
probably be best on limestone soils or basic soils, such as those of the 
black-land prairie region, and west or south of it. East of the black lands, 
especially on the sandy soils, a complete mixed fertilizer would probably be 
best, though a nitrogenous fertilizer might be sufficient. 
Lawns 
An application of either sulphate of ammonia, cottonseed meal, 4-12-4 
or 4-8-4 fertilizer a t  the rate of one to 1% pounds per hundred square 
feet, is suggested. The fertilizer should be applied evenly in the spring, 
when the grass is  dry, and then wet down thoroughly with the hose. 
If the grass is wet when the fertilizer is applied, the fertilizer will 
stick to i t  and probably burn it. The fertilizer can be applied broadcast 
by hand but i t  is best applied by a special distributor, which runs as  
easily as a lawn mower. If the soil is sandy or deficient in humus, an 
application of dried sheep or goat manure or well-rotted barnyard manure 
is suggested a t  the rate of 10 pounds to 100 square feet. This manure . 
should be applied in the late fall or early spring. 
SUMMARY 
This Bulletin contains a report of the Texas Fertilizer Control for 
1931-32 and information regarding the use of fertilizer. 
An explanation of terms is given. 
Sales of fertilizer in Texas were 33,406 tons in 1931-32. They were 
64,424 tons in 1930-31, 138,917 tons in 1929-30, and 187,215 tons in 1928-29. 
This does not include cottonseed meal sold a s  a feed but used as  a ferti- 
lizer. 
The average selling prices and composition of the different kinds 
of fertilizer are given. 
Available phosphoric acid costs less in 20 per cent superphosphate 
than in 18 per cent, though the difference is small. Kainit is a very ex- 
pensive source of potash, muriate of potash being much cheaper. 
Nitrogen costs much less in sulphate of ammonia or cottonseed meal 
than in nitrate of soda. Plant food costs less per pound in the more 
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concentrated fertilizers than in less concentrated fertilizer, though the 
former costs more per ton. A pound of plant food costs most in the 
1-3-1 low-grade fertilizer; the 3-0-0 low-grade comes next. Nitrogen is 
much lower in price than i t  was last season. . 
The low-grade fertilizers were high in cost of plant food a1 
in value delivered per dollar of cost. 
The grades of fertilizer to be sold next season are  given. 
Information is given regarding fertilizers, and suggestions are  Illaut: 
for the fertilization of various crops in Texas. 
A table is given showing the relation of the guaranteed valuation to 
the valuation delivered by the various manufacturers. 
nd low 
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Table 8. Analysis of commercial fertilizer, season 1931-32. 
American Cyanamid Company, 535 Fifth Avenue, New 
I I 
York, N. Y.- i i ! :  
Aero Cyanamid-Guarantee ........... 1 22.001 1 .... 1$70.40 
Analysis 22.11 ----.-.- 70.75 
Ammo-Phos 11-48-0-Guarantee 1 11.001 48.001 / 92.80 
American Fertilizer Works, 401 North Coma1 Street, San ' 
Antonio. Texas- 
Blue Bonnet High Grade 5-2-2-Guarantee --: 
Analysis . . 
Analysis ........ 
Analysis 
.. Analysis 
Blue Bonnet Low Grade Lime-phos 3-0-0-Guarantee 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis ........ 
Analysis ........ 
Analysis 
Arkansas Fertilizer Company. Little Rock, Arknnsas- 
Armour Fertilizer Works, Houston, Fort Worth, Texas, 
and New Orleans, Louisiana- 
Armour's Big Crop Fertilizer No. 0156-Guarantee .............. 15.00 6.00 24.60 
Analysis ... ........ 14.31 5.64 23.37 
Armour's Big Crop Fertilizer No. 3103--Guarantee ....... 3.00 10.00 3.00 24.90 
Analysis ... 3.02 10.51 3.24 25.83 
Analysis 3.04 9.89 3.15 25.07 
Analysis 3.18 10.51 3.45 26.59 
Analysis . 2.97 10.33 3.23 25.45 
Armour's Big Crop Fertilizer No. 484-Guarantee .......... 4.00 8.00 4.00 26.80 
Analysis .... 3.81 8.07 4.24 26.53 
Analysis 3.73 8.56 4.15 26.78 
Analysis 3.85 7.77 4.48 26.57 
Analysis . ( 4:011 8.151 4.04, 27.05 
Analysis 1 3 92 8.151 4.061 26.79 
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Table 8. Analysis  of commercial  fert i l izer ,  season 1931-32-(continued). 
>. L, 
: 3'- Manufacturer ,  place of business a n d  brand  
2 5 
: c  
4 
47121 Analysis  19.03 ........ 22.84 
A7919 1 Analysis  . : 18.70 22.44 
I Armour 's  Big  Crop  20% Superphosphate-Guarantee ....-......... 20.00 ........ 24.00 
Analysis  . .  19.89 23.87 
Analysis  ........ 21.34 25.61 
Analysis  21.36 25.63 
Armour 's  NPK No. 1 9-27-9-Guarantee . 9.00 27.00 9.00 71.10 
Analysis  . 8.93 26.36 9.231 70.36 
Armour 's  NPK No. 2 9 - 1 8 - 1 0 u a r a n t e e  ................... 
I Analysis  . .. .. 
I 
I 
,Armour Fert i l izer  Works.  Houston. F o r t  Wor th ,  Texas,  
a n d  New Orleans. Louisiana-Continued. i Armourye  Big  Crop Fert i l izer  No. 4124--Guarantee-- i j i Continued. Analysis  4.04 12.01 4.17 31.9 
Geo. Er Barber  & Son Jacksonvil le  Texas- I * Barber's Eighteen b e r  Cent  ~ u ~ & ~ h o s ~ h a t e - ~ u a r a n t e e .  18.00 21.60 Analysis 18.68 22.42 Barber's Su lpha te  of Ammonia-Guarantee 20.00 64.00 I Analysis . I 20.75 I ........ I 1 66.40 
4'1251 
47352 
47391 
47399 
Analysis  
Analysis  
... . Analysis  :. 
.. Analysis  i 
47419 
47471 
47481 
4-06 
4.2'7 
3.94 
Analysis  
..... Analysis  
Analysis  
12.23 
12-23 
12.80 
4.00 32.07 
4-04 32-78 
4.02 32-39 
4.05 
4.20 
4.15 
4.02 
Armour 's  Big  Crop  Fert i l izer  No. 5155-Guarantee.-.----- 
46884 1 Analysis  5.00 5.07 
5.21 
5.16 
5.08 
5.12 
5.21 
5.19 
5.36 
6.00 
6.31 
5.73 
5.88 
5.96 
5.97 
6.00 
6.04 
6.02 
6.00 
6.04 
6.10 
6.15 
6.03 
6.07 
6.04 
6.04 
6.08 
15.00 
16.26 
20.00 
20.81 
................ 
........ 
........ 
46958 
46961 
46963 
46972 
46998 
47259 
47406 
46881 
46904 
46906 
46957 
46959 
46962 
47051 
47226 
12.13 
12-07 
12.37 
12.42 
Analysis ........................ 
Analysis  ...... 
...................................................... Analysis 
Analysis  .. 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis ..... 
Armour 's  Big  Crop  Fert i l izer  No. 6107-Guarantee.----- 
Analysis 
Analysis  .... 
Analysis . .. 
Analysis  
Analysis  
Analysis  ......... 
Analysis ..... .. 
Analysis . 
15.00 
14.73 
14.84 
14.98 
15.11 
14.73 
14.95 
14.64 
15.53 
10.00 
10.14 
.10.36 
10.47 
10.34 
10.31 
10.49 
10.05 
9.75 
12.00 
12.59 
12.08 
12.13 
12.10 
12.01 
12.03 
12.24 
12.23 
-------- 
. .  
_.- 
1% 00 
18.43 
18.52 
18.83 
18.37 
18.56 
4.24 
4.11 
3.79 
4.02 
Armour's Big  Crop Fert i l izer  No. 6 1 2 6 4 u a r a n t e e  
46882 1 Analysis  
46973 Analysis ............................................................................. 
32.18 
32-44 
32.29 
. 32.18 
5.00 
6.02 
5-07 
5.18 
5.13 
5.13 
5.27 
5.30 
5.47 
7.00 
7.16 
6.77 
6.84 
7.10 
6.94 
7.01 
7.29 
7.01 
6.00 
6.35 
6.39 
6.24 
6.17 
6.06 
6.23 
6.20 
6.42 
- 
............. 
... 
... 
........ 
.... 
....... 
47010 
47158 
47208 
47225 
47484 
46903 
46918 
46924 
47007 
47009 
39.50 
40.52 
40.06 
40.19 
40.03 
39.70 
40.41 
40.01 
41.81 
38.90 
39.93 
38.22 
38.90 
39.29 
39.10 
39.50 
39.41 
38.67 
40.20 
41.43 
41.05 
41.10 
40.61 
40.50 . 
40.62 
40.84 
41.20 
48.00 
52.03 
64.00 
66.59 
21.60 
22.11 
22.22 
22.60 
22.04 
1 22.27 
Analysis .. . 
Analysis  ................................................................................ 
Analysis ...................................................................... 
Analysis  .................................................................................... 
Analysis  ....,....... 
A n a l ~ s i s  ........................... . 
Armour 's  Big  Crop  N i t r a t e  of Soda-Guarantee 
Analysis  
Armour 's  Big  Crop  Sulpha te  of Ammonia-Guaran tee  
Analysis  .. 
Armour 's  Big  Crop  18% Superphosphate-Guarantee 
Analysis  ........... ..................................... 
Analysis .... 
Analysis ........................................................................................ 
Analysis  .......................................... 
Analysis  
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Table 8. Analysia of commercial fertilizer, season 1931-32-(continued). 
'The Barrett Company, 40 Rector Street, New York, N. Y.- 
Arcadian Nitrate of Soda-Guarantee 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Sulphate of Ammonia-Guarantee 
Analysis 
an  Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Company, Bryan, Texas- 
Star Brand 3-10-1 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
46992 Analysis .- 1 
Star Brand Cotton & Corn Fertilizer--Guarantee 
46991 Analysis 
Star Brand Superphosphatduarantee .-.--.......-----.-.-.---....- 
46990 Analysis 
Star Brand Tomato Fertilizer-Guarantee 
64989 1 Analysis 
,ison-Pick Fertilizers, Incorporated, New Orleans, Louis- 
iana, and Orange, Texas.- 
Bull Dog Special No. 3103-Guarantee 
Analysis . .---....-------.. .-.-.--..... ---- 
Bull Dog Special No. 484-Guarantee ................................... 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis -..-......-. 
Analysis .-...-......... 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Bull Dog Special No. 4124-Guarantee 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Bull Dog Special No. 6107--Guarantee ..----...---.......---G--G--G....--G--G.--G--G 
Analysis . 
Bull Dog Special No. 61264uarantee 
Analysis 
Analvsis .......................................... .. 
Analysis -..............-_---....-...--..--.........-....----. .... ........................ 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Bull Dog Superphosphate No. 18-Guarantee .-.-.-----.-.-...-. 
Analysis .......-......- -.: _..-. 
Bnll Dog Superphosphate No. 2 0 4 u a r a n t e e  ....-.......-..---- 
Analysis 
46980 
47485 
City of Houston, 207 City Hall, Houston. Texas-- 
Hu-Act in i tduaran tee  5.00 1.80 --...--.. 
Analysis 5.25 2.53 --_--- 
Analysis 1 1 1  5.88 3.20 
t Texas Cotton Oil Company, Wills Point, Texas- i 
ETCO 4-8-4 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analysis -_...-.-....-... ....-.....-... 
ETCO 4-10-0 Fertilizer-Guarantee i--. 
4689'1 1 Analysis 
47239 1 Analysis 
47099 
47105 
47465 
47357 
ETCO 4-12-4 Fertilizer-Guarantee .......-.---.--....--.-.--.---------- 
Analysis ' 
Analysis --, 
Analysis 
ETCO 6-123 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analysis ,.- 
I ETCO Fertilizer Meal-Guarantee -.-.- 1 
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Table 8 . Analysis of commercial fertilizer. season 1931-32- (continued) . 
Analysis .. 
Fidelity 4-10-7 Fertilizer-Guarantee L -: 
Analysis 
Fidelity 4-12-4 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analwis 
~ s t  Texas Cotton Oil Company. Wills Point. Texas.. 
I . I  I I 
Continued.- I I 
Analysis 5.72 ............... 18.30 
ETCO Meal Formula.-Guarar '~~ . . 3.00 10.00 3.00 24.90 
Analysis ........ 4.13 10.33 3.94 29.95 
ETCO Potato Producer-Guar  4.00 8.00 4.00 26.80 
Analysis ......... 4.34 8.96 3.77 28.79 
ETCO Sulphate of Ammonia- . 20.00 ............... 64.00 
Analysis ...... .... 20.66 .............. 66.11 
Analysis . 20.14 ................ 64.45 
ETCO 18% Superphosphate-Guarantee ....................... 18.00 21.60 
Analysis ............................ . 18.09 ... 21.71 
........ Analysis ....... 18.49 22.19 
........ Analysis ..... ...... 18.731 1 22.48 
. . 
.... ... T..-L 
............... ................. 
. Farmers Fertilizer No . 4124-Guarantee .... ...._........ . .  
: Analysis .. -.;.- :: .......... 
.......................... . .  ... ................................ a s s  -L . .  4.291 12.12 
Analysis ...... 4.34 11.96 
....... Analysis 4.34 11.47 
. Analysis : . .  4.29 12.50 
. Fidelity 5-15-5 Fertilizer-Guarantee .................. 5 00 15 00 
Analysis . . ...... 5:08 14:97! 
Analysis ..... 2-: ... L ..................... 4.04 14.68 
.............. 
. . 
Analysis 5.00 15.45 
..... Fidelity 6-10-7 Fertilizer-Guarantee 6.00 10.00 
... Analysis 6.01 10.62 
. Analysis 5.90 10.75 
Analysis 5 601 10 67 
.. Fidelity 6-12-6 Fertilizer-Guarantee 6:00 I 12 :00/ 
Analysis . -- 5.081 11.48 
Analysis ........ 6.401 12.261 
delity Chemidal Corporatioh; Houston, T6xas.-' ' ' ' >  
Fidelity 3-10-3 Fertilizer-Guarantee ................................... 
Analysis ...................... 3.10 9.78 3.71 25.74 
Analysis ................... 3.34 10.85 3.22 27.25 
Analysis 3.13 9.84 3.23 25.38 
Analysis ......... = 11 11-111-111111-1 I .. . 8.34 10.82 2.71 26.65 
Analysis -..-..---.. ............... 3.10 10.25 3.19 25.73 
... 
Analysis 
..................................................... Analysis 
' Analysis r .... 
Analysis 
Fidelity 4-8-6 Fertilizer-Guarantee ...... 
Analysis 
Analysis ........ 
Fidelitv 4-10-2 Fertilizer-Guarantee ................... 
' 
3.00 
' 
10.06 
' I  
3.00 24.90 
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i~nternat ional  Agricultural Corooration. Atlanta . Georgia . I 
and Texarkana. Texas-Arkansas.- 
........................ International 4-8-4 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analysis .... 
Analysis 
.......................... International 4-10-2 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analysis ................................ 
International 4-12-4 Fertilizer-Guarantee ........................ 
Analysis ........ / International 6-10-7 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analvsis 
~n t e rna t i on l  Fertilis Lawn & Garden Fertilizer-Guar ..... 
Analysis 
International 18Yo Superphosphate-Guarantee .................. 
Analysis 
International 20y0 Superphosphate-Guarantee .................. 
Analysis ... 
Analysis ..... 
International 4-10-7 Tomato Fertilizer-Guarant ee ............ 
Analysis ..... ................................................. 
Analysis . 
International 4-8-6 Truck Ferti l izer-Guarantee ............... 
Analysis ..... 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis .. 
Analysis ..................................................... 
Analysis ........................................................................... 
Analysis .... / Analysis ............. 
Table 8 . Analysis of commercial fertilizer. season 1931.32-(continued) . 
4= 1 
I c a 
h k 
h a) Manufacturer. place of business and brand a ~ c d u Q  c 
% 0 d 0 -  I 
3 ;g 5 2; 
B c  225 , .. 
I4 & ;a 
........................... ... 
........................ 
........ 
........ ........ Fidelity l8T0 Superphosphate-Guarantee 18.00 
46859 1 Analysis I ........ 18.16 ........ 21.79 
47417 
........ ........ 46994 1 Analysis 18.541 1 22.25 
Analysis .......... 20.02 ........ 24.02 
........... ........ Fidelity 20% Superphosphate-Guarantee 20.00 24.00 
........ 46860 Analysis . ........ 21.40 25.68 
46927 ........ ........ Analysis 19.86 23.83 
47412 1 Analysis . ........ 20.95 
IFord Motor Company, Dearborn . Michigan- 
Ford Ammonium Sulphate-Guarantee ................................. 
46864 / Analysis .- 
46976 Analysis 
20.80 
20.82 
21.01 
25.14 
47274 
I G . C . 0 . & F . Co.'s Superior Meal Cornpound.4 uaranteel 3.00 10 00 
.............................................................. 47173 1 Analvsis 1 3.101 10:90 
. . . ................ I G C 0 . & F Co.'s Tomato Special-Guarantee 1 4.00 8.00 
47106 1 Analysis 3.71 9.70 
47271 1 Analysis . 4.04 9.46 
47272 1 Analysis ............ 4.04 9.47 
I 
\Gulf States Chemical Company, Harlingen, Texas.- 
........................................ Sulphate of Ammonia-Guarantee 20.00 
. 46934 1 Analysis 20.95 
Gilmer Cotton Oil S Fertilizer Company, Gilmer . Texas- 
G . C . 0 . & F . Co.'s Cotton Grower-Guarantee 
Analpsis 
........ 
........ 
I 
4 00 8 00 
3:81( 10:23 
3.00 
3.34 
6.00 
6.19 
. 5.75 
6.20 
................ 
................ 
24.90 
26.67 
29.00 
30.32 
30.61 
31.11 
64.00 
67.04 
..... -. 
................ 
66.56 
66.62 
67.23 
4 00 
4:31 
26.80 
29.21 
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Table 8 . Analysis of commercial fertilizer. season 1931.32-(continued) . 
........ 
........ .. 
Muriate of Potash-Guarantee  
Analysis ......... 
Weber-King Brand Fertilizer Special No . 0124-Guar 
............... ........ Weber-King Brand 18% Superphosphate-Guarantee 18.00 
Analysis ........ 18.59 ........ 
Analysis ........ 18.13 ........ 
Lang Fertilizer Company. Galveston. Texas.- 
Dried Shrimp Waste and  Marl. Low G r a d d u a r a n t e e  .... 3.00 1.00 1.00 11.90 
Analysis ................................................................................... la68 . 2( 6.73 
La-Tex Fertilizer Company. Shreveport. Louisiana.- 
La-Tex 4 -8 -64ua ran t ee  ......................................................... 
Analysis 
Longview Cotton Oil Company. Longview. Texas.- 
Longview Cotton Special-Guarantee 3.00 10.00 
Analysis . 3.28 10.05 
Analysis ..... 3.17 9.59 
Analysis 3.08 9.58 
.................... Longview Cotton & Corn Special-Guarantee 4.00 12.00 
. Analysis 4.11 11.59 
Analysis 4.22 12.03 
Analysis 4.18 12.28 
Analysis 4.31 11.75 
Longview Gregg County Special-Guarantee .... 4.00 8.00 
Analysis . 4.06 8.37 
Analysis 3.90 9.80 
Longview Prize Fertilizer-Guarantee 6.00 12.00 
Analysis 6.29 11.85 
Lonnview Sulphate of Ammonia-Guarantee ..................... 20.00 ........ 
Analysis ... 20.98 ........ 
Longview Superphosphate-Guarantee ........ 18.00 
Analysis ........ 18.38 
Longview Supreme Cotton Grower-Guarantee ...... 4.00 10.00 
Analysis 4.00 8.72 
Longview Truck Special-Guarantee 4.00 8.00 
Analysis 4.00 7.94 
Longview Vegetable Fertilizer-Guarantee .......................... 6 00 10 00 
Analysis 6:57( 924  
Marshall Cotton Oil Company, Marshall, Texas.- 
Marshall Eclipse Fertilizer 3-10-3-Guarantee 3.00 10.00 
Analysis . 2.85 10.00 
Analysis 3.00 9.87 
Analysis 2.91 10.28 
.......... Analysis ..... .... 3.06 9.92 
Marshall Fertilizer 6-10-7Guarantee  .......... 6.00 10.00 
.......... Analysis 6.28 11.16 
.......... Marshall Garden Fertilizer 4-8-6-Guarar 4.00 8.00 
.. Analysis 4.15 8.63 
..... Analysis 4.50 8.96 
..... Analysis 4.20 8.43 
.......... Marshall Wonder Fertilizer 4 -12 -4Sua ran t ee  4.00 12.00 
Analysis . -. 3-80 11-74 
I i *Total phosphoric acid 1 1 1  
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Table 8. Analysis of commercial fertilizer, season 1931-32-(continued). 
8 3 
3 
facturer, place of business and brand 
I 
Marshall Cotton Oil Company, Marshall, Texas.-Continued 
Analysis 
Sulphate of Ammonia-Guarantee - .  
Analysis 
Trucker's Delight 4-8-4-Guarantee 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis - 
Analysis 
Analysis --.--. --.- i-. 
Analysis ............................... 
Analysis ....... . 
I I 
IMeridian Fertilizer Factory, Shreveport, Louisiana.- . 1 4729i 1 Meridian 4-8-10-Guarantee 
Analysis -------------- .--------- . I ---  
3.84 
20.00 
20.84 
4.00 
3.89 
3.87 
4.18 
4.06 
4.13 
4.05 
4.07 
46997 
47077 
47165 
47175 
47189 
47318 
~ e r i d i j n  Perfection Superphosphate-Guarantee ....... ........ 18.00 . 21.60 
Analysis - ........ 19.79 ........ / 23.75 
Meridian Southern Mixture-Guarantee .............................. 
........ 26.27 
Meridian Southern Standard-Gnarantee .......................... 
.................................... Analysis r._.: .. 
........... Analysis 5.68 10.33 3.631 34.57 
Meridian Home Mixture-Guarantee 
Analysis . . . .. . 
Analysis -..-------.-- L . 
Analysis 
Analysis 
. . ,  
. . -  Analysis A.,---illll: -: 
, Analysis ' 1.: r 
................................. Meridian Special Mix tu reGuaran tee  
Analysis 
................... Meridian Sulphate of Ammonia--Guarantee 
Analysis .. . . 
Analysis I..: ...I 
............................... Meridian Truckers Special-4uarantee 
Analysis :.-.r 
................................................. Analysis 
Analysis ....... 
Analysis ........................................................................... 
Analysis ............................................................................ ....-- 
10.99 
-- 
- 
8.00 
8.54 
8.62 
8.66 
8.27 
8.25 
8.45, 
47455 Analysis 
47469 Analysis 
Meridian Magnolia Sta te  Formula-Guarantee :-r.: 
46888 Analysis . :.. 
Analysis 
," Analys~s  
47166 Analysis .... 
Analysis L.~..-.~L .-A.-. i 
Analysis 
........ 
... 
Analysis 
Meridian Majestic Mixture-Guarantee 
Analysis .................... 
Meridian Perfect Guano-Guarantee 1.-. 
Analysis ' ""l / 
Meridian Perfection Compound-Guarantee 
6.00 
6.04 
20.00 
20.74 
20.72 
3.78 
-- 
4.00 
4.01 
4.01 
3.82 
3.86 
4.43 
3.82 
46955 
47076 
47153 
47174 
47248 
Analysis ' ................................................................................... 3.97 8.55 
Analysis -- 3.98 8.39 
............................................................................ Analysis I 1 4.oJ 8.01 
29.64 
64.00 
66.69 
26.80 
27.11 
27.13 
27.97 
27.16 
27.99 
27.30 
8.481 4.40 
Analysis .................... r................... 
Analysis 
Analysis ................................................ 
Analysis . 
Analysis ... 
10.00 
12.58 
........ 
........ 
28.04 
A w Q 9  1 Analvsis 
4 00 8 00 
4:04I 8:31 
3.931 8.79 
4.021 9.12 
4.06 8.17 
3.64 8.25 
6.25 29-84 
7.001 38.90 
6.13 29-55 
6.061 29-11 
6.68 
-- --.-. 
............... 
6 00 
. 5179 
6.01 
5-65 
5-86 
6.02 
41.78 
64.00 
66-37 
66.30 
29.00 
29.27 
29.74 
30-02 
29-24 
28-17 
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Table 8. Analysis  of commercial  fertilizer, season 1931-32-(continued). 
w n a  
A n a  
A n a  
Hende 
A n a  
A n a  
Ana 
X * 
& 
22 j 2 
6 
d 
Manufacturer ,  place of business a n d  b r a n d  
I I 
(Meridian Fert i l izer  Factory,  Shrereport .  hwis iana-  
Meridian Truckers Special-Guarantee-Continued .ed...ededed. 4.00 
47319 1 Analysis 4.27 
Analysis  4.04 
47325 / Muria te  of Potash--Guarantee - - - -  
Analysis 
I Mixson Brothers,  Kirbyville. Texas.- Jasco  B r a n d  Fert i l izer  3-10-3-Guarantee 3.00 47193 Analysis 1 3.35 
Jasco  Brand  Fert i l izer  3-10-8-Guarantee 3.00 
Analysis 3.12 
Jasco  Brand  Fert i l izer  4-8-4-Guarantee 4.00 
Analysis  ---- 4.51 
Analysis .---- - - -- 4.32 
Jasco  B r a n d  Fert i l izer  14-12-4-Guarantee 4.00 
Analysis 4.38 
4is 4.62 
p e r p h o s p h a t 4 u a r a n t e e  
sis --i ---i---i---i---i---i---i---i---i. L-. 
10 Fertilizer Works. Henderson,  Texas- 
~n 3103-Guarantee 3.00 
8.00 
4lui51 lysis -- - 3.02 10.55 3.33 25.98 
47264 lysis 3.35 10.83 3.52 27.59 
47432 lysis 3.16 10.45 3.36 26.35 
rson 4 8 4 - G u a r a n t e e  4.00 8 00 4 00 26 80 
47022 lysis 3.63 8:08 4:381 26:14 
47261 lysis 3.72 8.36 4.43 26.80 
47265 v s  3.86 8.38 4.31 27.15 
47330 ;is 3.70 7.90 4.71 26.50 
;is ' .......................................................................... 4.27 8.97 4.42 29.28 
486-Guaran tee  4.00 8.00 6.00 29.00 :g 4.14 8.44 7.11 31.20 
47262 :is 4.13 8.13 6.25 29.86 
;is --.-.-.------.-.-----....-.-.---2- I....~. 4.24 8.71 6.24 30.88 47263 1 
n e n a e r s o n  4124--Guarantee ........-. 4 00 12 00 4 00 31 60 
Analysis 4131 12:16 4:051 32:84 
Henderson 693--Guarantee 6.00 9.00 3.00 33.30 
Analysis 5.73 9.90 3.52 34.09 
Henderson 6107-Guaran tee  6.00 -10.00 7.00 38.90 
Analysis  I 5.87 9.75 7.20 38.40 
Analysis ....-_-- :--,. 4.01 10.04 2.58 27.72 I Palest ine Blue S t a r  0-15-6-Guarantee 
. . 15.00 6.001 24-60 I Analysis  ----.-p-------...-... .-.- :z.-:.:~ ..-- L-.:~-; - 4.65 . 5.23 3.33 
1 Analysis  --.----.........--...---.7-..--..--------... 15.15 5.64 -24.38 
1 . Palest ine Blue S t a r  4100---Guarantee .: -... L-_I -...-- :--. 4.00 10.00 --.--.-- 1 24.80 
46891 Analysis  4.21 11-00 .------- 26-67 
46123 / Analysis  .... 4.10 10.24 ........ 25.41 
47063 .. ;. .., Analysis . .  . - . .  .3.86 . 9.28 ' --.:..- 23-49 
I Palest ine Blue S t a r  4124--Guarantee >._L :-z -... .. 4 00 ,12 00 4.00 31.60 
47038 1 Analysis  31821 .10:04 4.63 129.36 
4'7238 1 Analysis  3.91 9.88 4.72 19-56 
47260 1 ,Analysis  LL:-~:.-I: ----- _J-: ~-:LY: '3.89 10.36 4.12 29.41 
47426 ( Analysis  3.97 10.02 4.761 29.96 
8.37 
8.61 
-_--- 
-------- 
10.00 
10.59 
10.00 
10.19 
8.00 
8.85 
9.50 
12.00 
12.23 
13.12 
18.00 
18.61 
10.00 
6.00 29.00 
6.00 
5.51 
48.00 
51.29 
3.00 
4.83 
8.00 
7.71 
4.00 
4.28 
4.52 
4.00 
3.55 
4.13 
3.00 
30.30 
29.32 
52-80 
56.42 
24.90 
28.74 
30.40 
30.69 
26.80 
29.76 
30.19 
31.60 
32.61 
35.06 
21.60 
22.33 
24.90 
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Table 8 . Analysis  of commercial  fertilizer. season 1931.32-(continued) . 
i ~ i t t s b u r z  Cotton Oil C o m ~ a n v  . P i t t s b u r e  . Texas.- I i i I  
I 
........ 22.91 
.................................. 
46921 
............................... 47087 
. ............................... 47231 
... 47355 
........................................................... 
.................. 
46922 
47059 
47229 1 Analysis  ............................................................................ 
................................................................................ 47354 Analysis  
47425 1 Analysis  
lPa te  Bro thers  Fert i l izer  Works,  Su lphur  S p r i n ~ s ,  Texas.- 
] p a t e a s  3-10-3-Guarantee ... 
Analysis  .................................................................................. 
47279 1 Pate 's  4.8.4-.Guarantee .......................................................... 
47115 Analysis  
47303 Analysis  .... 
................................................................................... 47463 Analysis  
47116 
.......................................... 
47507 1 Analysis  ..................................................................................... 
P a t e '  41-4- -Guaran tee  ......................................................... 
47117 Analysis  .................................................................................... 
47249 Analysis  4.01) 12.41 4.36 32.52 
47454 Analysis  .. .............................. 3.841 12.32 4.52 32.04 
......................... Analysis  3.951 12.69 4.21 32.50 47473 / Pate 's  Su lpha te  of A m m o n i a 4 u a r a n t e e  ...................... 20.00 ................ 64.00 
. . . . .  m - 7  -, 
. 
.. 
Double Circle Fert i l izer  N o  484-Guarantee 4.00 8.00 4.00 26.80 
47109 Analysis  8.73 5.03 27.88 
47127 Analysis  ................................................................. ................... 1 ::::I 8.87 4.74 27.96 
............... Double Circle Fert i l izer  486-Guarantee 4.00 8.00 6.001 29.00 
47110 1 Analysis  ............................................................................. 1 3.971 8.751 6.441 30.28 
47281 1 Analysis  .. 
I Pate 's  20% Superphosphate-Guarantee ...................................... 
..................................................................................... 47462 1 Analysis  
'Pel ican Fert i l izer  Works,  Shrsveport ,  Louisiana.- 
20.81 
20.00 
20.21 
.............. 
........ 
........ 
47186 
Pelican Perfection Compound-Guarantee 
Analysis  ..................................................................................... 
4 00 8.00 
3:SZI 8.42 
3 00 10 00 
66.59 
24.00 
24.25 
Pelican Improved Guane-Guarantee .................................... 
Analysis  
Pelican Per fec t  Guano-Guarantee ....................................... 
Analysis  .- 
4.00 
4.00 
3 00 
26.80 
26.72 
24 90 
3:151 10:26/ 3:06 25176 
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Table 8 . Analysis of commercial fertilizer. season 1931.32-(continued) . 
i ~ i t t s b u r g  Cotton Oil Company. Pittsburp. Texas.- 
Continued.- / Eighteen percent Superphosphate-Guarantee 18.00 ........ 21.60 
47306 1 Analysis 19.09 ........ 22.91 
47307 , Analysis 18.25 ........ 21.90 
Quadruple Feed & Fertilizer Company. Beaumont. Texas.- 
Quadruple Brand Fertilizer. Low Grade Guarantee ........ 
. 47397 Analysis 
..................................................................................... 47495 Analysis 
..... .- ... 
Analysis ..................................................................................... 3.671 7.621 3.801 25.06 
Analysis ..................................................................................... 1 3.951 8.471 4 - 0 1  27-21 
Lion 4-10-2 Extrafine Mixture-Guarantee ........................ 4.00 10.00 2.00 27.00 
Analysis . 4.02 10.01 2.84 27.99 
Lion 6-10-7 La-Tex Swecial-Guarantee ............................ 1 6.00 10.00 7.00 38.90 
~ h r e v e ~ o r t  Fertilizer Works. Shreveport. Louisiana.- 
American Nitrate of Soda-Guarantee 
Analysis ..................................................................................... 
Lion 3-10-3 Blood and Bone-Guarantee ................................ 
Analysis ...................................................................................... 
Lion 4-8-4 Cotton Producer-Guarantee ................................ 
Analysis ...................................................................................... 
Analysis .... 
Analysis ...................................................................................... 
Analysis ...................................................................................... 
Analysis ...................................................................................... 
Analysis ...................................................................................... 
Analvsis ..................................................................................... 
........ Analysis ........ 21.78 
nith County Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Co., Tyler, Texas.- 
.............................. Smico 4-8-4--Guarantee ........................ 
....................................................... 
15.57 
3.00 
3.36 
4.00 
4.14 
3.81 
4.01 
3.76 
4.02 
3.57 
3.84 
Analysis ..................................................................................... 
............................ ---- Lion 3-10-3 Meal Formula-Guarantee 
Analysis ................................................................................ 
Analysis ................................................................................... 
Analysis .................................................................................... 
...................... Lion 48fh Muriate of Potash-Guarantee  
Analysis .... 
Lion 4-10-0 Non-Potassic-Guarantee ................................... 
Analysis ..................................................................................... 
Lion 4-8-6 Special Truck-Guarantee ............................... 
Analysis ...................................................................... 
Analysis ................................................................................... 
Analysis . 
Analysis ................................................................................... 
Analysis .. 
Analysis ..................................................................................... 
Analysis 
Lion 4-12-4 Superior Cotton Grower-Guarantee ............... 
Analysis ..................... 
Analysis . .................................................. 
Analysis ............ - .......................................................... 1 4.12 9 21 3 78 28.39 
Analvsis ................................................................................ i 4.001 9:63/ 31841 28.58 ..... .....  
Analysis .................................................................................. 
Analysis ......................................................................... iiiii 1 Analysis .............. 
1 I 
10.00 
10.12 
8.00 
9.47 
8.03 
8.53 
7.92 
8.14 
8.10 
7.78 
6.52 
3.00 
2.91 
3.54 
3.37 
4.00 
4.56 
4.00 
4.09 
4.19 
4.29 
4.00 
4.15 
3.97 
3.95 
4.00 
4 17 
4:16 
1 *Total phosphoric acid . 1 1 1 1  
Analysis .................................................................................... 4.00 
Analysis .................................................................................... 1 4.17 
............ 
3.00 
3.04 
4.00 
4.01 
4.12 
4.41 
5.49 
3.67 
4.99 
5.45 
9.55 9.21 42.45 
10.00 3.00 24.90 
10.18 3.36 25.23 
10.69 4.21 28.79 
10.89 1.72 25.74 
........ 
I I 
................ 
........ 10.00 24.80 
........ 10.68 27.41 
8.00 6.001 29.00 
51.20 
49.82 
24.90 
26.23 
26.80 
29.02 
26.36 
27.92 
27.57 
26.67 
26.63 
27.63 
Analysis ................................................................................... 4.14 12.69 x.17 33.07 
Lion 18% Superphosphate-Guarantee ................................. 18-90' ........ 21.60 
Analysis ........ 
Analysis .. ........ 1P.45 ........ 22.14 
Analysis ........................................................ ( ........ 17.41 ........ 20.89 
Analysis ................................................................................... I ........ 18.25 ........ 21.90 
11.97 4.1:' 32.04 
30.17 
29.45 
30.64 
29.05 
30.40 
29.91 
27.28 
8.81 
8.40 
8.56 
7.98 
8.61 
7.97 
8.08 
12.R2 4 35 33.15 
5.92 
5.42 
6.04 
6.06 
6.17 
6.95 
4.49 
12.00 
11 91 
ll:98 
4.001 51-60 
4.56 32 r , ,  
4'211 Ly.32 
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Table  8. Analysis  of  commercial  fertilizer, season 1931-32-(continued). 
nu-'., , 
Analy.  
on th  Texas 
Fertilo- 
Analy,  
Ana  
A n a  
Ana  
Ana 
Ana  
Ana 
lufacturer, place of business a n d  b r a n d  
C, I 
I $ -2 
u s 
S m i t h  County Cotton Oil  & Fert i l izer  Company, Tyler, 
Texas.-Continued.- 
I 
I I 
I 
Smico 4-8-6-Guarantee - 6.00 
6.26 
6.49 
6.46 
4.00 
4.37 
3.00 
3.39 
48.00 
48.83 
.............. 
4.00 
4.13 
48.00 
47.14 
4.00 
3.80 
6.00 
6.01 
........ 
........ 
............... 
.............. 
................. 
48.00 
48.09 
3.00 
3.39 
2.83 
3.86 
3.45 
3.44 
3.27 
3.36 
2.86 
8.00 
9.90 
4.00 
4.13 
3.89 
5.47 
3.95 
4.08 
4.02 
4.01 
4.03 
4.14 
4.03 
4.03 
4.01 
29.00 
31.15 
31.26 
31.22 
24.80 
26.04 
31.60 
32.59 
33.30 
35.03 
62.80 
53.71 
64.00 
65.70 
21.60 
22.62 
21.60 
22.20 
26.80 
27.78 
52.80 
51.85 
31.60 
31.79 
40.20 
40.80 
27.20 
29.47 
64.00 
66.94 
64.00 
52.80 
52.90 
24.90 
24.84 
25.71 
26.18 
27.06 
26.26 
25.76 
26.30 
25.65 
30.40 
33.07 
26.80 
27.64 
25.82 
34.54 
28.01 
26.90 
27.33 
27.40 
27.14 
28.19 
26.85 
27.04 
27.33 
4.00 
47036 
47338 
47466 
47037 
47336 
47443 
47440 
47337 
47089 
47096 
47334 
8.00 
Analysis  .. 4.08 
Analysis  .. 4.10 
Analysis  4.31 
- Smico 4-10-O-Guarantee 4.00 
Analysis  4.10 
Smico 4-12-4-Guarantee 4.00 
Analysis  4.01 
Smico 6-9-3--Guarantee-,^. 6.00 
Analysis  - 6.08 
Smico Mur ia te  of P o t a s h - G u a r a n t e e  
Analysis  .........-........ 
Smico Sulpha te  of Ammonia-Guarantee ....................... 20.00 
Analysis  . 20.53 
Smico 18% S u p e r p h o s p h a t d u a r a n t e e  
Analysis  
A --lwsjs 
sis 
9.33 
9.16 
8.60 
10.00 
10.77 
12.00 
12.46 
9.00 
9.87 
........ 
........ 
18.00 
18.85 
18.00 
18.50 
8.00 
8.22 
........... 
12-00 
11.86 
12.00 
12.04 
*29.00 
*30.07 
.............. 
..:- 
10.00 
, 9.46 
'10.62 
9.98 
10.34 
10.33' 
10.04 
10.64 
10.70 
10.00 
10.17 
. 8.00 
9.07 
7.90 
10.62 
8.54 
8.01 
7.94 
8.33 
8.21 
8.72 
7.75 
8.07 
8.12 
. .  
4.00 
4.18 
.................. 
4.00 
4.18 
6.00 
6.17 
1.25 
1.69 
20.00 
20.92 
20.00 
3.00 
3.05 
3.08 
3.11 
3.39 
3.15 
3.16 
3.11 
3.02 
3.00 
3.12 
4.00 
3.82 
3.77 
4.93 
4.19 
4.00 
4.18 
4.06 
4.02 
4.12 
4.10 
4.04 
4.12 
. 
I Cotton Oil Company, Houston, Texa* 
-Guarantee 
47411 s 
& Company Fert i l izer  Works,  Harvey  a n d  Shreveport ,  
Louisiana, a n d  Houston, Texas.- i Muria te  of Potash-Guarantee 
Analysis  1 46932 1 
Pioneer  4-12-4-Guarantee ..- . 
46892 Analysis  
P ioneer  6-12-6-Guarantee 
46893 1 Analysis  - 
Steamed Bone Meal Fert i l izer--Guarantee ............. 
Analysis  ........ ........ 
46878 1 Sulpha te  of Ammonia- -Guaran tee  
46874 
47483 
46931 
Analysis  ................................... 
Analysis  1.-. 
Sulpha te  of Potash-Guarantee 
Analysis  . ......................................................... 
Swift 's  Red S teer  3-10-3-Guarantee .................................. 
47079 Analysis  .. 
47206 ( Analysis  472 11 Analysis  ........................ 
47332 
47362 
47364 
47435 
47506 
46933 
Analysis  .... 
Analysis  . 
Analysis  
Analysis  
Analysis  .............................................................................. 
Swift 's  Rcd S teer  3-10-8-Guarantee ................................... 
Analysis  ........................... 
I . Swift 's  Red S teer  4 - 8 - 4 4 u a r a n t e e  .......... 3 ................ 
$6895 1 Analysis  ....................................................................................... 
46914 
46945 
47039 
Analysis  
Analysis  ............ 
Analysis  ................................................................................ 
47049 Analysis  .. 
47097 1 A - d y s i s  .......... ...........................   . .  
47132 dysis . -------.---.- .................................................. 
47154 ~ l y s i s  ., ........... 
................................................... 47183 / ~ l y s i s  
47241 ,lysis ................................................ 
47289 ................................................. tlysis . 
~ l y s i s  
47292 i *Total phosphoric acid , . . > . .  
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Table 8 . Analysis of commercial fertilizer. season 1931.32-(continued) . 
1 
Swift & Company Fertilizer Works . Harvey and Shreveport. 
I_ 
Louisiana. and Houston. Texas.-Continued.- 
Swift's Red Steer 4.8.4-Guarantee..Continued.- ....... i 
Analysis -......... 
I 
......................................................................... 47300 
.. 47321 Analysis 
.... 47333 Analysis 
................ 47347 Analysis 
........ 47367 Analysis 
... 47371 ............ Analysis 
. 47394 Analysis 
........... 47421 Analysis 
................................... 47424 Analysis 
47445 Analysis ............ 
47479 Analysis ............. 
Swift's Red Steer 4-8-6-Guarantee ........................................ 
....... 46982 Analysis 
.... 47095 Analysis 
. ..................... ... 47111 Analysis 
........... 47128 Analysis 
......... ........ 47156 Analysis 
.............................. 47256 .Analysis ......... 
......... 47293 Analysis 
.......... 47346 Analysis ........... 
Swift's Red Steer 4-8-10-Guarantee ........ 
Analysis .. ........ 
Swift's Red Steer 4-10-U-Gnarantee----- 
Analysis ........ 
Swift's Red Steer 4-10-74uarantee  .......... ........ 
Analysis ........ 
Swift's Red Steer 4-12-4-Guarantee ... 
........ 46944 Analysis .... 
........ 46947 j Analysis ................... 1 .................................. 
........ 47048 Analysis . ... 
........ 47081 Analysis . 
........ . 47136 Analysis ............................. 
.. ... 47173 Analysis ........................ .- 
47192 Analysis ...................................................................................... 
47205 Analysis ..................... 
47210 Analysis .. . .. ................ 
47212 Analysis ..................................................................................... 
47216 1 Analysis 47320 Analysis .. ....... 
47363 . Analysis 
47366 Analysis 
47393 Analysis .... 
47418 Analysis 
................................................................................. 47420 Analysis - 
47460 Analysis ........ .. 
47482 1 Analysis 
47488 Analysis ... 
Swift's Red Steer 5-15-5-Guarantee .................................... 
46885 Analysis ......... - ........................... 
46887 Analysis 
46951 Analysis ....................... 
47182 Analysis . ................................................... 
Swift's Red Steer 6-10-7-Guarantee ....... ....... 
46886 Analysis ....................................... ........ 
46907 1 . , Analysis .. ........ 1 
Analysis ..................................................... ........ 
Analysis ...................................................... 
47155 Analysis ........................................................ ........ 
47201 1 Analvsis .. 
... " .
Analys 
Swift's I 
Analys 
Analys 
1s 
ted Steer 6-12-6-Guarantee ...... ......... 
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Table  8 . Analysis  of commercial  fertilizer. season 1931.32-(continued) . 
Texas Chemical  Company. Houston. Texas.- 
........ .................................. T C . C . R a w  Bone Meal-Guarantee 1 29-44 
........ 32.49 
46950 
46965 
47038 
47066 
l ~ e x a s  F a r m e r s  Cooperative Association. Dallas. Texas.- 1 
I Cooperative Association 18% ~u~er~hospha te - -  ~ u a r a n t d  .... / 18.0D/ ..... 1 2J.20 
Analysis  .................. .......................................... 1 
Texas  F a r m  Produc ts  Co., Nacogdoches . Texas.- 
L c n e  S t a r  B r a n d  3-10-3 Fert i l izer  
Analysis  
Analysis  
Analysis  .. ..................................................................... 
L o n e  S t a r  B r a n d  4-8-4 Fert i l izer  .. 
Analysis  .................................... 
Analysis  .. ................................... 
Analysis  ................................................................................ 
I *Total phosphoric acid I l l 1  
I 
12.00 
12.47 
12.62 
12.41 
12.37 
S w i f t  & Company Fert i l izer  Works,  Harvey  a n d  Shreveport. 
Louisiana. a n d  Houston . Texas.-Continued.- 
Swift 's  Red S teer  6.12.6-Guarantee..--Continued.- .......... 
................................................................................... Analysis  
Analysis  
................................................................................. Analysis  
Analysis  
11.79 
12.65 
12.28 
12.05 
12.29 
18.00 
18.12 
24.00 
23 
6.00 
5.63 
6.05 
6.12 
6.05 
6.14 / 5.97 
5.92 
6.03 
6.16 
6.00 
6.30 
8.00 
8.06 
7.63 
8.09 
8.14 
8.44 
47067 Analysis  ......................................... 
47187 / Analysis  .. 
...................................................................................... 
6.00 
6.05 
5.93 
6.09 
6.05 
47299 
47388 
47423 
47368 
46908 
46912 
46949 
46967 
22 
24 
24 
24 
.- 
40.20 
39.64 
41.02 
41.17 
40.86 
5.80 
5.59 
6.011 
6.38 
6.22 
6.00 
6.11 
8.00 
Analysis  .. 
Analysis  ...................................................... 
................................................. Analysis  
Swift 's  Red  S teer  6-18-6-Guarantee ........................................ 
Analysis  
Swift's Red  S teer  8-24-8-Guarantee ....................................... 
Analysis  ............................................................................... 
Analysis  ..................... 
Analvsis  ................................................................................. 
~ n a l k s i s  .................................................................................. 
2& 
40.18 
40.4.. 
40.29 
40.78 
41.30 
47.40 
48.62 
63.20 
3~1!23 RE? ~2 &? 1&?%1D&~?72 Z'..PP / 
.............................................................. 46969 
.............................. 
A n ~ l y s i s  
2k &?' 
46877 Analysis  
................................................................................. 46943 Analysis  
......................... . 46970 Analysis  ........................................................... 
19.86 
19.77 
20.11 
9.14 
9.80 
10.12 
........ ......... Swif t ' s  Red Steer  18q0 Superphosphate-Guarantee 18.00 21.60 
.... 46913 
........ 
Analysis  18.821 22.58 
47050 
- ........ 
Analysis  21.83 
47094 Analysis \ 21.91 
47098 Analysis  
.. 21.66 
4'7242 Analysis  17.77 ........ 21.32 
47372 Analysis  ........... ........... ........ 18.14 ........ 21.77 
47415 Analysis  ........ 18.59 22.31 I Swift 's  Red Steer  20% Superphosphate-Guarantee .................... 20.00 ........ 24.00 
... 46875 1 Analysis  .......... 20.00 24.00 
Analysis  .. ........ 20.62 24.74 1 Analysis  . ...... 20.10 24.12 
Analysis  .. ........ 20.12 24.14 
9.03 
9.74 
10.02 
47365 
47408 
46879 
47209 
63.01 
65.79 
67.5.3 
47285 \Synthetic Ni t rogen  Produc ts  Corporation . 285 Madison 
Avenue, New York . N . Y.- 
................ / Calcium N i t r a t e  (Ni t ra te  of Li rne) -Gusran tee  15.00 48.00 
46936 ( Analysis  ............................................................................... 14-59 46.69 
Analysis  ........ ........ 20.40 -. . 
Analysis  ....... 20.63 .... 
24.48 
24.76 
Virroro... Guaran tee  ..................................................................... 4.00 12.00 4.00 31.60 
Analysis  ................................................................................. 4.44 12.22 4.40 33.71 
Analysis  . ........................... 4.36 12.30 
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Table 8 . Analysis of commercial fertilizer. season 1931.32-(continued) . 
Texas Farm Prodocts Company. Nscogdochcs. Texas.- i i )I 
Continued.. 1 
............. Lone Star Brand 4-8-4 Fertilizer.--Continued.- 
Analysis . 
Analysis 
Analysis -. .... 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis ... . 
Analysis 
...... Lone Star Brand 4-10-0 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analysis 
Lone Star Brand 4-12-4 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis . 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Lone Star Brand 6-10-7 Fertilizer-Guarantee .........-. 
I 
.... 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis 
....... Analysis 
Analysis .......... . 
Analysis ... 
Analysis 
Analysis . 
Analysis . 
Analysis .. 
Analysis 
Lone Star Brand 6-12-6 Fertilizer-Guarantee 
Analysis 
.................. 
I 
. 
Analysis 
Analysis ............. 5.64 11.53 
Analysis 5.32 12.84 
Analysis 5.45 13.24 
Lone Star Brand 18% SuperphosphatMuarantee  
Analysis 
.......... 
I I 
Analysis ...... 17.80 ........ 
Analysis ........................................................................................ 18.76 ........ 
Lone Star Brand 20% Superphosphate-Guarantee .......... :., ! . 20.00 ........ 
Analysis .... ........ 18.63 ........ 
Analysis .... ........ 20.51 .... 
Analysis ............................................................................ 20.60 ........ 
Analysis ... . 20.43 ........ 
Analysis ...... ........ 21.87 ........ 
Analysis . ........ 21.28 ........ 
Analysis . ........ 21.44 ... 
I 
'L_ lomas Self . Crockett . Texas.- I 
Crockett 4-8-4 Fertilizer-Guarantee 4.00 8.00 4.00 26.80 
Analysis 4.94 10.28 5.18 33.85 
Crockett 4-12-4 Fertilizer-Guarantee .... 4.00 12.00 4.00 31.60 
Analysis ...... 4 41 12 52 4.28 33.84 
Crockett 6-10-7 Fertilizer-Guarantee ..............ee..........-....... 1 6:00 10:boI 7.00 38.90 
Analysis ..... 
........ Crockett 18% Superphosphate-Guarantee ........ 18.00 21.60 
Analysis ........ 20.04 ........ 24.05 
Crockett 20% Superphosphate-Guarantee ........ 20.00 .... 24.00 
........ ... Analysis --- 24.98 
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Table 8 . Analysis of commercial fertilizer. season 1931.32-(continued) . 
-. 
ryler Fertilizer Company. Tyler. Texas.- 
........ Eighteen Per Cent Superphosphate-Guarantee 
Analysis -. 
. Heart Brand Fertilzer No 3-10-3-Guarantee .... 
. ... Analysis ................. 
. .. Heart Brand Fertilizer No 4-8-4-Guarantee 
Analysis 
............... Analvsis 
. Heart  rand Fertilizer No 4-8-6-Guarantee ....... 
Analysis ............................ 
Analysis .............. 
. Heart Brand Fertilizer No 4-12-4-Guarantee ..... 
Analysis 
Analysis - 
Analysis ........ ....- . 
Heart  Brand Fertilizer No . 6-9 -34ua ran tee  
Analysis 
Analysis 
............ Analysis 
Heart Brand Fertilizer No . 6-10-7-Guarantee . 
Analysis 
Analysis 
Heart Rrand Fertilizer No . 6-12-6-Guarantee 
.. Analysis 
Analysis 
Analysis - -. 
Tirpinia-Carolina Chemical Corporation . Shreveport. La.- 
I 
............... Muriate of Potash-Guarantee ... 48.OC 
Analysis ................ 47.8. 
Sulphate of Ammonia-Guarantee 20.00 ................ 
Analysis 20.82 ................ 
V-C Big Giant Crop Grower-Guarantee .... . 6.00 12.00 6.OC 
Analysis 6.14 11.53 6.52 
V-C Blood, Bone and Potash-Guarantee ........................... 3.00 10.00 3.OC 
Analysis 3.23 10.39 3.34 
V-C Fruit  & Truck Special-Guarantee 6.00 10.00 7.0( 
Analysis 6.33 10.94 7.74 
Analysis 5.78 10.44 7.0( 
V-C Good Luck Fertilizer-Guarantee 4.00 8.00 4.OC 
Analysis 3.75 10.05 3.39 
Analysis 4.07 10.67 2.7. 
Analysis 3.76 9.25 3.76 
.... . Analysis 3.92 8.34 4.01 
Analysis 4.02 9.00 4.1( 
Analysis 4.08 8.15 4.1( 
V-C Indian Brand Fertilizer-Guarantee .. 4.00 12.00 4.0( 
. Analysis 4.28 12.28 4.5: 
Analysis . 3.77 11.03 4.12 
Analysis 4.34 12.23 4.22 
Analysis 4.36 12.23 4.52 
Analysis .-. 4.26 '12.40 4.5: 
Analysis ..... 4.29 12.31 4.32 
V-C 18% Phospho Tobacco Brand Superphosphate-Guar ......... 18.00 - .... 
Analysis .... 19.90 .... 
. V-C Prolific Cotton Grower-Guarantee ...-. . 3.00 10.00 3.0C 
Analysis 3.21 10.02 3.14 
Analysis 3.06 9.84 3.3t 
Analysis 3.29 10.40 ' 3.53 
Analysis . 3.31 10.36 3.31 
Analysis 3.05 10.84 3.51 
........ V-C Special 4-10-0 Fertilizer-Guarantee ......~......ee.-.. .  4.00 10.00 
Analysis . 3.74 10.59 ........ 
................... V-C Stonewall High Grade Guano-Guarantee 3.00 10.00 8.0( 
Analysis 3.22 10.71 . 7-41 
Analysis 3.29 ' 10.05 7.7) 
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Table 8. Analysis of commercial fertilizer, season 1931-32-(continued). 
- - 
C*, 4% 
s 
a " G  
2 
I 
I c .a 
Manufacturer, place of business and brand 
Virginia-Carolina Chemical Corporation, Shreveport, I Louisiana.-Continued.- 
47159 
46986 
47160 
47310 
47200 
47316 
47137 
47315 
V-C Super 26 Fertilizer-Guarantee ee-eeeeeeeeeeee---eeee-eeeeee-eeeeee 5.00 15.00 
Analysis 4.86 13.99 
V-C 18% Superphosphate-Guarantee eeeeeeeeeeee--eeeeeeee-eeeeeeeeee 18.00 
Analysis 20.47 
Analysis 18.20 
Analysis -- ---- .----.-.-..-.-.----- - 18.77 
V-C 20% Superphosphate-Guarantee e e e e e e e e e e - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -  20.00 
Analysis ------------.--......----------------------------.- --.... 20.53 
Analysis --.---------.----------------------p--.......--------------- - -  20.31 
V-C Trucker's Special-Guarantee ------------....--....----------- 4.00 8.00 
Analysis 4.27 8.44 
Analysis ------ - 3.97 8.32 
